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President’s view
Chris Russell, BGANZ President

It’s a great honour to pen this report as the new President of
BGANZ, fresh from the AGM and Congress in Wellington, New
Zealand. Our outgoing President, Paul Tracey, has left big shoes

Chris Russell

to fill in what is a dynamic time for our organisation. I would like
to acknowledge and thank Paul, along with outgoing Treasurer Peter Byron, for many years
of dedicated service progressing BGANZ as the peak botanic gardens industry group of our
region. It is also timely to welcome our new Treasurer Helen McHugh (ANBG), and welcome
back John Arnott (RBG Victoria) to council. We have a strong and vibrant council and I look
forward to us progressing the ‘BGANZ agenda’ together. A full list of your Council is listed on
the website.
For those who were fortunate enough to attend the BGANZ Congress in Wellington from
20 to 23 October, I’m sure you will join with me in congratulating David Sole and the broader
Wellington (and New Zealand) team on creating a wonderful event and making all delegates feel
so welcome. Themed Plants from the past: plants for the future, the program provided a range
of inspiring speakers, stimulating workshops, and fascinating tours. As with all congresses, the
social program provided ample opportunity to see the host city in a different light (after dark!)
and continue to build the great trans-Tasman camaraderie that is such a strength of our group.
Council was again pleased to provide travel grants of up to AU$700 to 16 members to attend
the congress. This is an important aspect of our program to support involvement from gardens
of all sizes and capacities in our activities, and our commitment to remain relevant to gardens
big and small. At the congress dinner, we presented the BGANZ Volunteer Award to Sam Moon
for her efforts related to BGANZ communications and social media, as well as the BGANZ
Professional Development Award to Toby Golson of ANBG for assistance towards a study and
conservation program related to the endangered Macadamia jansenii. For the very first time,
we also announced the inaugural inductees into the BGANZ Honour Roll, an award identified
by council to recognise members who have made a significant contribution to the association
for the betterment of botanic gardens across Australia and New Zealand. Not surprisingly, there
were quite a few worthy recipients dating back to the founding of BGANZ in 2005. The full list is
provided in this edition of THE BOTANIC GARDENer.
Looking ahead, there is much to do to keep our momentum rolling. Our recent success in
increasing our revenue base with Augusta Golf Carts and Seasol as valued sponsors is providing
much needed resources to do more. This, coupled with our increased involvement in the
global plant conservation agenda through our partnering with Botanic Gardens Conservation
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International (BGCI) means that we need to continue to grow financially. With that in focus,
council has taken the first steps in reviewing our structure in order to achieve Deductible Gift
Recipient (DGR) status. Council has formed a Governance Working Group to develop a revised
organisation structure, and members will be kept informed as we move through the process of
putting forward a proposal to consider.
I hope you enjoy this edition, and I encourage everyone to consider contributing in the future.
Our strength is our diversity and it’s important we celebrate this through sharing our stories
and experiences.

BGANZ Member Bushfire Update
We republish below an article by Chris Russell in response to the bushfire emergency. Since this
was written, ANBG suffered severe damage from hail storms on 20 January this year.
The impact of the bushfires across Australia on human life, property, livestock and communities
has been severe. The fires are also having a devastating impact on the environment and our
native plants and animals. Millions of hectares of habitat have been impacted by fire and
hundreds of millions of native animals are estimated to have been affected, including threatened
species. Some botanic gardens have already been directly impacted by the recent fires, and
others are still be at risk.
BGANZ Council is aware of fires impacting some gardens, but as the fire season is ongoing,
full details are yet to be released, so we are relying on media reports at this stage:
The Blue Mountains (Mount Tomah) Botanic Gardens, NSW, has received fire damage.
The Campbell Rhododendron Garden in Blackheath, Blue Mountains, NSW was also impacted.
Eurobodalla Botanic Gardens have had varying levels of damage to collections and with fire still
a threat.
Booderee Botanic Gardens, Jervis Bay, NSW, Australian National Botanic Gardens, Canberra,
have had significant program cancellations, garden closures and loss of revenue over the
summer season, as severe smoke on many days has made it particularly difficult for employees
and visitors to be outside – and in some cases administration staff have also been sent home.
Further fire threat is expected in coming days and weeks.
Sydney basin and Melbourne, and Victoria and NSW more broadly, have also experienced
significant smoke pollution over the last few weeks.
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Other gardens in many states across the country may have also been impacted. We will provide
further updates as we receive news, so please send through any additional reports you have to
secretariat@bganz.org.au so that we can keep members informed.
I would like to commend, on behalf of our BGANZ Council and members, the outstanding
dedication all emergency services personnel, both professional and volunteer, have made in all
states, as well as the continued efforts of botanic gardens staff under extremely adverse conditions.
Despite such a long and devastating fire season, and I note the fire season is a long way from over,
we’ve seen amazing stories of firefighters, community generosity and kindness from so many.

Members have asked how they can donate.
As impacted gardens and parks commence recovery in coming months, in some cases with the
redevelopment of lost or damaged living collections, the collaboration of our network will be
needed more than ever. BGANZ Council will have a strong focus on how we can coordinate
assistance effectively and will provide more information on that soon.
At this point we direct members to organisations assisting survivors of bushfires, of which there
are many.
All our thoughts go to those impacted and those in areas with continued fire activity.
Chris Russell
BGANZ President

Alive with
celebration
Fifty years and growing
Be captivated by Australian plants,
flowers and landscapes from the
Rainforest to the Red Centre.
Visit the new Banksia Garden to discover
the diversity of iconic Australian
Banksia – opens 28 April 2020
nationalbotanicgardens.gov.au/gardens

Photo: Steve Rogers
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Editorial insights
Helen Vaughan, Managing Editor

There are some things you cannot un-see – and some of those
things are images emerging out of the climate driven bushfire
crisis that Australia has endured this summer.

Helen Vaughan

Whether you’ve seen them directly in fire affected communities, on news reports, on the
constant stream of Facebook shares, or as I have in my work on the periphery of the emergency
in a comms capacity, none of us will forget this summer in Australia. But it is also a reminder of
the important work of botanic gardens and seed banks. And amongst the devastation, there
also some uplifting stories – and believe me, we need them – for example, the crack firefighting
teams that were sent in to protect the Wollemi pines in Wollemi National Park.
In a moment of prescience, Eamonn and I proposed that the next edition of The BOTANIC
GARDENer examine the role that botanic gardens have in responding the climate change.
So please, get writing and share your insights. The deadline for articles is Monday 20 April.
As for this edition, we revisit the 9th BGANZ Congress and reproduce some of the presentations
from the congress (as well as other articles) and the work that botanic gardens and their like
organisations are doing to protect plants from the past, for the future.
This summer has indeed demonstrated how important the work you all do is to our future.

The BOTANIC GARDENer editorial team
We have a busy and brilliant editorial team assisting us with all things BOTANIC GARDNer.
Nicola Fidler, Janet O’Hehir and Tom McCarter provide great editorial proofing support,
and Dale Arvidsson, Alan Matchett, and Mark Fountain are the BGANZ Council Editorial
Committee Representatives. Nicola and Mark have both recently retired from their positions
and Botanic Gardens South Australia and Royal Tasmanian Botanic Gardens respectively.
On behalf of you all, and all at BGANZ Council, we’d like to thank them for their outstanding
support, keen eyes, and efficient responses. And if you would like to replace Dr Nicola Fidler
on the editorial team please contact myself at managing.editor@bganz.org.au or
Eamonn at secretariat@bganz.org.au
Helen and Eamonn
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Great For All Plants,
All Seasons!
SPRING:
Enhances flowering
& fruiting.

SUMMER:
Helps protect against
heat & drought.

AUTUMN:
Great for planting &
strong root growth.

WINTER:
Helps plants cope
with the cold weather
including frost.

www.seasol.com.au
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9th BGANZ Congress –
Wellington, New Zealand

A few personal perspectives from the congress
Janet O’Hehir, Camperdown Botanic Gardens and Arboretum
One of the defining characteristics of many New Zealand plants is divaricating foliage. Wikipedia
tells us that divaricate is a botanical term meaning spreading at a wide angle. Plants are said
to be divaricating when their growth form is such that each internode diverges widely from the
previous internode producing an often tightly interlaced shrub or small tree. The branches and
twigs shoot off in different directions, but they make an interlaced whole, and their structure is
part of their mechanism for survival. You can see where this is going. I’m seeing a parallel with
BGANZ and the botanic gardens network.
My take-aways from the 2019 bi-annual congress in Wellington were about networks, diversity
and inclusion. Diversity in the styles, growing conditions and ages of gardens, in vegetation
and collections, in engagement strategies and activities, and even in the presentation styles of
speakers. Who wasn’t captivated by Robbie Blackhall-Miles and his intense pauses, or engaged
by Greg Bourke’s determination to bring the conversation back to carnivorous plants, and Nick
Waipara’s fluency in naming Maori places and projects (which was a bit startling to the Aussie
ear, with ‘wh’ sounds pronounced as ‘f’)?
The Australian contingent could not help but be inspired by the inclusion of the Maori presence,
from the wonderful performance by singers from a Maori school at the reception in Wellington
Botanic Garden’s conservatory, to the mihi whakatau, the welcome speech, and frequent
references to people, places, projects and plant names in the Maori language. Organisers
of the 2021 congress will no doubt be considering what they have learned and in what ways
they can similarly embrace Melbourne’s indigenous peoples and cultural heritage, as well as
acknowledging the city’s growing multiculturalism.
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BGANZ CONGRESS
I am always struck by the inclusivity I find at BGANZ events. From internationally acknowledged
sites of cultural significance like Kew Gardens, and heritage gardens in capital cities, like Sydney,
Melbourne and Dunedin, to more contemporary gardens like Cranbourne and Auckland,
right down to new gardens where volunteers lead projects aimed at showcasing their local
indigenous plants or providing a special amenity for their own residents and visitors, everyone
has an opportunity to participate. Diversity is an important principle of ecological sustainability.
It is also an important principle of organisational sustainability, resilience and success. It is
pleasing when you see scientists, horticulturists, educators and others engaged in the activities
of botanic gardens embracing diversity in their sector.
The congress is an occasion for networking. I saw friendships started and strengthened,
invitations issued and social media contacts exchanged. Clare Hart and Peter Symes’
presentation about planning for climate change highlighted the new international climate
change alliance, which aims to bring together people from botanic gardens around the world to
share knowledge, commitment and experiences to respond to a crucial global issue. It started
with individuals meeting and having conversations.
Views were exchanged about the quality of the food (excellent), the messages taken from
different presentations, and the value of the field trips. You know a conference field trip has hit
the spot when you hear participants saying the end-of-the-day stop at a micro-brewery for craft
beers and pizza could have been omitted so more time could have been spent exploring the
intriguing indigenous plants at Otari–Wiltons Bush.
I looked around the gate lounge at
Wellington airport as we waited for
our boarding call. Peter and Chris were
going over the list of who had and
hadn’t signed up so far for the climate
change alliance, Virginia was chatting
about visiting the Garden for the Future
at Bendigo, Tim was searching online
for a book about the epiphytic plants
of New Zealand, and John was looking
up from his laptop every few seconds
to relate fascinating facts about the
incidence of heteroblasty in the New
Zealand flora.

New Zealand and Australian BGANZ Members at the
congress dinner, in the fantastic Te Papa Museum, the
venue for the Congress and the final dinner.

I believe the 2019 congress was a
great success.

8
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Photo gallery – out and about at the 9th BGANZ Congress

Andrea Dennis, Maranoa Gardens, finding her way
around Wellington Botanic Gardens.

BGANZ Members studying the plants in the
Wellington Botanic Gardens Greenhouse.

John Sandham, (fmr BGANZ President)
Botanic Gardens South Australia, and Paul Birch,
Maranoa Garden, participating in congress
closing event celebrations.

From left to right: Karin Van der Walt, Clare
Shearman, Marion Saunders, Celeste Derozier,
Finn Michalak, Andrew Fawcet, Abbey Pruden,
Cory Meister, David Sole. Wellington Botanic
Gardens staff hosted a wonderful Congress.

BGANZ Congress continually challenged and
provided outstanding presentations for all members
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Jimmy Turner, Royal Botanic Garden Sydney,
provoking thought in his presentation.
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FEATURE INTERVIEW

Outstanding in the field
Helen Vaughan interviews

Tom McCarter, Wildlife Garden Manager,
Natural History Museum, London

Tom’s a Kiwi, who lives and works
in London – and a member of this
magazine’s editorial committee. I was
curious to find out what motivates him
to contribute to a magazine published
on the other side of the world from
where he lives and works, but more
intrigued about his relatively rapid
career progression from a Wellington
City Council garden apprentice
10 years ago to Wildlife Garden
Manager at the Natural History
Museum in London today.

Tom McCarter

Was horticulture your first career choice after school or did you come to horticulture
after trying something else?
After finishing school I travelled, then started a Bachelor of Arts degree at Victoria University in
Wellington. But after about a year and a half I realised it wasn’t for me and started to look at other
options. I was interested in ‘learning while earning’, and was accepted on to several apprenticeship
programmes (one of which included electrical engineering in the navy). But following my gut and
some good advice, I accepted a horticulture apprenticeship with the Wellington City Council.
As soon as I started I knew I’d made the right choice.

Have you always been interested in working with plants and nature?
I’ve always enjoyed nature and being outdoors. When I was growing up I was a member of a
Junior Naturalists Club, which involved lots of tramping and nature talks. I knew I was interested
in working outdoors, but I didn’t know horticulture was an option until later on.
10
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How important was your experience at Wellington as an apprentice in providing
you with the foundation and impetus to pursue opportunities such as the
Longwood internship?
As an apprentice with Wellington City Council I worked on rotation in various locations like
the city parks, the botanic gardens, and nurseries. It was an excellent foundation and a great
introduction to horticulture. My favourite placements were those at the botanic gardens,
I enjoyed the public and plant conservation aspects.
I think there should be more support for young people to do a wider range of apprenticeships
and on-the-job training as an alternative to university.

Was there any one person who
influenced you and/or encouraged
your career choices?

I think there should be more
support for young people to do
a wider range of apprenticeships
and on-the-job training as an
alternative to university.

I think I have my mum to thank for
suggesting a horticultural apprenticeship!
Later at Wellington Botanic Gardens I
met several British horticulturists who
were travelling in New Zealand on Royal

Horticultural Society bursaries (one of whom I would later study the Kew Diploma with). I think
they introduced me to the world of botanic gardens and encouraged me to apply to different
training schemes and bursaries. They gave me the travel bug and not long after that I started to
look for international opportunities, of which the most attractive was the Longwood Internship.

And how important was your time at Longwood as an intern? What did you take
away from that experience?
Longwood built on my apprenticeship.
During my internship I again worked in
different areas on rotation, including
their famous conservatories, nurseries
and grounds. But it was public
horticulture on a much bigger scale
than I had previously seen (indeed, I
still haven’t seen another 1000-bloom
Chrysanthemum). There were also
monthly field trips to visit other
gardens on the east coast such as
Chanticleer, New York Botanical Garden
(NYBG), the High Line and Wave Hill.

Public horticulture magnified – the 1000-bloom
Chrysanthemum at Longwood Gardens.
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So the internship provided exposure
to a whole range of new garden and
horticultural styles. I came away from
the year with a greatly expanded plant
knowledge (finding wild Sanguinaria, a
huge Cercidiphyllum at Chanticleer and
stumbling across a Marcgravia at NYBG
spring to mind), inspiration and a new
appreciation for what public gardens
could achieve.

And from Longwood, you went
onto work and study and work
at Kew...

The Longwood internship included a visit Chanticleer
in Philadelphia.

Whilst living in the States, I applied for and got into the three-year Diploma of Horticulture
course at Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. It was a comprehensive education; like my previous
roles it provided broad horticultural experience via rotational practical placements, but was
supplemented with intense three-month academic lecture blocks, which covered subjects from
botany to landscape design (and many more).
My favourite practical placements were those in the nurseries; I enjoyed propagation and
was interested in plant conservation and the opportunity to work with Kew’s important plant
collections. After graduating from the diploma I was fortunate to get a job in the Tropical
Nursery at Kew. I moved on from there to managing the glasshouses at Chelsea Physic
Garden, but was drawn back to Kew to study an MSc in plant and fungal taxonomy, diversity
and conservation.
After the MSc I joined the Learning department, where I developed Kew’s first community
horticulture programme. I found my time in Kew’s Learning department to be a really valuable
experience, where I gained engagement skills and insight into another side of botanic gardens.

Your work appears to have been a mixture of practical horticulture and education
roles. How important is education to your work as a horticulturist and more broadly
to horticulture?
I think education and public engagement are central to the role of botanic gardens and
museums. Botanic gardens worldwide have a platform from which to engage their local
communities with plants, and also with important topics such as biodiversity loss, climate
change, urban nature or GM.

12
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FEATURE INTERVIEW
I think horticulturists should be helping with education and public engagement as much as
possible. In my experience, horticulture is an effective way to engage people with these big
topics (other ways include art). It’s practical, tangible and helps to build scientific literacy. If you
understand plants and ecosystems, hopefully you’ll understand and care about the bigger issues
like climate change. We need more horticulturists and horticultural educators!

If you understand plants and ecosystems, hopefully you’ll
understand and care about the bigger issues like climate change.
We need more horticulturists and horticultural educators!

Tell me about your current position
as the Wildlife Garden Manager at
the Natural History Museum and
the Urban Nature Project.
I manage the Wildlife Garden at the
Natural History Museum (NHM) in
London. The garden was established
24 years ago as a ‘living gallery’ with
representations of different British
habitats; there are meadows, ponds, a
chalk hill, woodlands etc. My job brings
together three main elements: garden
management, public engagement (our
staff and volunteers sit in the Learning

The Wildlife Garden at the Natural HIstory Museum
in central London.

department) and science.
The garden is an interesting site for the study of urban biodiversity. For the past 24 years NHM
staff and scientists have been monitoring and recording biodiversity on the site. At last count
there were around 3,400 species recorded – some of which are rare or scarce, and nearly all
have found their own way to the garden. New species are found in the garden every year,
sometimes these are new to Britain (like Cryptochetum iceryae, an Australian fly found this
year) and occasionally they’re new to science. The first results from a recent environmental DNA
project indicate that there are thousands more species to be discovered in the Wildlife Garden.
I find it fascinating – this is in the middle of central London next to a busy road!
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FEATURE INTERVIEW
In the United Kingdom, there’s a growing understanding of the importance of gardens and
urban sites for biodiversity (and humans), with some species actually doing better in urban areas
than in the countryside. Part of my job is contributing to the Urban Nature Project, a project
that will redevelop the outdoor space at the Natural History Museum, but will also coordinate
a national science and engagement campaign to learn more about urban nature and engage
people with its importance.

There’s been some pivotal moments on your horticulture journey – ‘sliding door’
moments. Reflecting on the past decade, since you completed your apprenticeship,
what advice would you give to someone contemplating a career in horticulture?
Do it! Sign up for an apprenticeship or some other practical-learning role. But if you’re not able
to commit full time (many horticulturists I know were career-changers), then consider studying
with the RHS or similar and volunteering a day a week to build experience.
Apply for bursaries and scholarships and travel to see plants growing in in situ. And of course
grow plants at home (and don’t be afraid to experiment or kill things)!

And in your spare time, what are you reading, watching or listening to?
It’s the 50th anniversary of the moon landings this year, and I’m enjoying listening to
’13 Minutes to the Moon’ podcast from the BBC. The last book I read was The Book of
Humans by Adam Rutherford (I enjoyed it), and I’m currently I’m reading The Secret Life of
Flies by Erica McAlister

14
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WHAT’S NEW?

Botanic news:
from home and abroad
Save the dates
5th Botanic Gardens Day (last Sunday in May) 31 May 2020
In 2019, Botanic Gardens Day continued to grow, with over 100 botanic gardens participating.
Sam Moon, Tim Uebergang and John Lloyd Fillingham created a wonderful series of botanic
garden videos to promote the event. If you’re looking for inspiration for Botanic Gardens Day
2020, view the videos here.
We’re planning to do even better in 2020. We’ll have all the information and campaign you
can contribute to by the end of February 2020.

10th BGANZ/BGCI Joint Congress: March 2021 TBC, Royal Botanic Gardens
Victoria, Melbourne, Australia
BGANZ congresses are increasingly popular events, and the 10th BGANZ Congress is a joint
BGANZ/BGCI Congress to be held in Melbourne, Victoria. Put a note in your diary and get
planning. First call for papers will be in February 2020, with abstracts due in March 2020.

BGANZ Members: professional development opportunities
BGANZ Council encourages all members to look out for these awards, and many other nonBGANZ annual awards each year. If you are looking for professional development opportunities,
there is a list of awards and secondment opportunities on the BGANZ website. We will aim to
keep it updated as new professional development opportunities become available. BGANZ aims
to support its members in gaining Professional Development opportunities through its Awards and
Grants Program.

THE BOTANIC GARDENer | ISS 53 SUMMER 2019/20
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WHAT’S NEW
2019 award winners
BGANZ aims to support its
members in gaining Professional
Development opportunities
through its Awards and
Grants Program.

BGANZ Grants
Sixteen BGANZ Members received
grants between $300 and $700,
totalling $7,500 to attend the
2019 congress. Be sure to look out
for BGANZ grants to attend the
10th BGANZ/BGCI Congress in
February 2021.

Paul Clark
Kimberley Blythe
Athol McDonald
Jarome Davy
Emma Bodley
Rebecca Maddern
Tonia Cochran
David Reid
Dr Stefan Caddy-Retelic
Janet O'Hehir
Kobey Knight
Oliver Reutens
Paul Clark
Helder Esteves
Orrin Hogan
Kirstie Paterson

Some of the 2019 BGANZ Grant Recipients with Paul Tracey,
former BGANZ President. Back left: Emma Bodley, Auckland
Botanic Gardens; Dr Stefan Caddy-Retelic, Royal Botanic Gardens
South Australia; Kobey Knight, Royal Botanic Gardens South
Australia; Oliver Reutens, Royal Botanic Gardens South Australia.
Front row: Paul Cark, Albany, NSW; Janet O’Hehir, Camperdown,
Vic; Kimberley Blythe, Mackay Regional Botanic Gardens, Qld;
Rebecca Maddern, Kings Park, WA.

Albany, New South Wales
Mackay, Queensland
Gargarro, Victoria
Olive Pink BG, Northern Territory
Auckland, New Zealand
Kings Park West Australia
Inala Jurrasic Garden, Tasmania
RBG Tasmania
RBG South Australia
Camperdown, Victoria
RBG South Australia
RBG South Australia
Albany, New South Wales
Sydney Living Museum, NSW
Bendigo Botanic Gardens, Victoria
Bendigo Botanic Gardens, Victoria

BGANZ Awards – Objectives
The objective of the BGANZ awards is to acknowledge the efforts and contribute to the
ongoing training and development of BGANZ members through research or work experience
with like organisations, which will bring a benefit to the applicants, BGANZ members, and the
wider industry.

16
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BGANZ Volunteer of the Year 2019: Samantha Moon
Social media – and Botanic Gardens Day video packages,
BGANZ social media including Facebook posts, research and
strategy planning. (Tim Ueberang accepted the award on
Sam’s behalf.)
You can see the completed videos on the botanic gardens
youtube channel.
Samantha Moon

BGANZ Professional Development Award 2019
(Value $2,000 AUD)
2019 Recipient BGANZ Member Toby Golson (ANBG Canberra)
Toby will utilise the scholarship to fund travel to South East
Queensland to visit wild populations of Macadamia jansenii as
well as key collaborators in efforts to conserve the species at
Bundaberg and Tondoon Botanic Gardens, Kin Kin Landcare and
the Macadamia Conservation Trust (MCT).
Background: Macadamia jansenii is the most imperilled of
Australia’s four Macadamia species, all of which are listed as
threatened under the EPBC Act, and the genus constitutes
the most widely commercially cultivated Australian indigenous
bush food.

Toby Golson, Australian
National Botanic Gardens,
2019 BGANZ Professional
Scholarship Award Winner.

2020 BGANZ award applications
BGANZ Council is delighted to announce the BGANZ Awards for 2020. Applications will be called
for in early 2020. Sign up for the BGANZ newsletter or check the website for the latest information.
• BGANZ Professional Development Award 2019 (Closing date 31 July 2020) value
$2,000 AUD
• BGANZ Young Member Award 2019 (Closing date 31 July 2020) value $500 AUD
• BGANZ/American Public Gardens Association 2019 (closing date 28 February 2020)
value $800 USD
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An opportunity to lead in public horticulture
BGANZ members take note that Longwood Gardens, one of the largest public gardens in North
America, is offering a fellowship program in public horticulture. Applications open around
1 August each year. Check the Longwood Fellows Program in 2020 for the latest information.
The program offers a 13-month residential learning experience designed for those who have a
passion to lead in a public horticulture environment. If you think this program is for you, check
out their website for more details or email the Program Director, Tamara Fleming, Ed.D. at
fellowsprogram@longwoodgardens.org

BGANZ member benefits
1. BGANZ partner with Seasol
BGANZ has recently signed a three-year partnership with Seasol Ltd. BGANZ Institution and
Associate members can take advantage of a fantastic offer to purchase Seasol products at
significantly reduced prices. Conditions apply. For the confidential price list please email:
secretariat@bganz.org.au

2. BGANZ partner with Augusta Golf Cars
BGANZ members have a great opportunity to discuss all their transport requirements with
Augusta Golf Cars. BGANZ encourages all members to contact Augusta Golf Cars to discuss
future purchasing opportunities. More information about Augusta is available on the BGANZ
website and in this edition of THE BOTANIC GARDENer.

3. Get a great new car deal!
For the exclusive benefit of BGANZ members, BGANZ has entered into a partnership with
Autotender. BGANZ members can now get great prices when purchasing their new car
through Autotender.
For more information on how members can get better car prices check out the
information page here.

18
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WHAT’S NEW
BGANZ member news
Vacancy: BGANZ Web Content Manager (volunteer position)
An opportunity exists to join the BGANZ Communications Group as BGANZ Web Content
Manager. Brad Crème has stepped down from the position after leading the BGANZ website
team. This is a volunteer position. BGANZ website uses Wordpress content management
system, and full training and support will be given.
The position is not onerous – usually only an hour a week once you are familiar with the system.
BGANZ Web Content Manager works closely with Eamonn, BGANZ CEO and Sam Moon, Social
Media Coordinator. Join your professional network and help your member organisation have the
website members deserve.
Contact Eamonn@bganz.org.au for more information. We look forward to hearing from you.

BGANZ network staff changes
Sophie Hastwell has stepped down as BGANZ Partnership Officer. Sophie was instrumental
in gaining significant partnerships. BGANZ Council would like to thank her for her
outstanding achievements.
David Sole, BGANZ Council, and Curator Wellington Botanic Gardens, is moving to the position
of Project Manager for the Watts Peninsula/Motu Kairangi project which is to create a park from
former defence land in the east of the city. David has been an outstanding member of BGANZ
Council and BGANZ New Zealand. We wish him further success. Rewi Elliott will replace David
at Wellington Botanic Gardens.

BGANZ Council 2019–21
Chris Russell (Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria) is the
new BGANZ President.
Peter Byron (Australian National Botanic Gardens)
has been replaced as BGANZ Treasurer by Helen
McHugh (Australian National Botanic Gardens) as
BGANZ Treasurer.
David Sole (Vice President New Zealand) has

Incoming BGANZ President Chris Russell (l)
with outgoing president, Paul Tracey at
the congress.

stepped down from Council – New Zealand.
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WHAT’S NEW
Wolfgang Bopp (Christchurch Botanic Gardens) has been appointed BGANZ Vice-President
(New Zealand).
John Arnott (Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria) has been appointed co-opted Council Member,
Australia.
You can find details of the full council, including vacancies and all positions and tenure dates on
the BGANZ website.

BGANZ Honour Roll
The purpose of the BGANZ Honour Roll is to
recognise members who have made a significant
contribution to the association for the betterment of
botanic gardens across Australia and New Zealand.

Recognition
Persons inducted to the BGANZ Honour Roll will

Eamonn Flanagan (l) with John Sandham (r)
receiving his Honour Roll membership from
Robyn Stewart, Seasol. Photo: Helen McHugh,
BGANZ Council

be presented with a BGANZ badge and their
name recorded on the honour roll listed on the
BGANZ website.

Honour roll inductees are recognised and presented with the BGANZ badge at the biannual
BGANZ congress awards ceremony. This year at the 9th BGANZ Congress in Wellington, we
announced our first cohort of BGANZ Honour Roll inductees.

2019 BGANZ Honour Roll Inductees
• Dr Phillip Moors – President 2005–11
• Anne Duncan – President 2011–13; Council member 2005–13
• Dale Arvidsson – President 2013–15. Council member 2009–2015
• John Sandham – President 2015–17, BGANZ 8th Congress organiser, Council member 2011–17
• Alan Matchett – Council member 2007–13, 2013 BGCI/BGANZ Conference organiser
• Mark Fountain – Council member 2005–11
• Ms Lesley Hammersley – Council member 2011–17
• Brad Crème – Website Project Manager 2017–18
• Janelle Hatherly – Managing Editor, THE BOTANIC GARDENer 2014–17
• Helen Paulson – Queensland Representative 2005–11.
20
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Pollinating great ideas
Plants for a passion, in pursuit of a dream
Sharyn Veivers, Horticulture Assistant, Orange Botanical Gardens

We’ve all had moments where we’ve said
‘it seemed like a great idea at the time,
but...’ For some it does work out – and for
Sharyn Veivers it did! Now a horticulturist
working at Orange Botanical Gardens
in New South Wales, Sharyn could be
described as something of a late bloomer.
She reflects on the journey that led her to
study horticulture in her 50s and found her
on something of a personal pilgrimage to
the 9th BGANZ Congress in Wellington.

Sharyn Veivers

At an early age I spent a lot of time with my grandmothers, this was the 1960s and 70s.
Not a mobile phone or internet in sight. We would spend all of our time in the garden.
Both grandparents were passionate gardeners, so the seed of my future passion was planted.
I was taught how to grow plants from seed, the types of plants that grow from cuttings, aerial
layering, marcotting etc., when to water and when not to, and how to create my own mulch.
I couldn’t get enough of this plant stuff, watching things grow, and how birds, bees and other
creatures worked together doing their natural thing.
I am also related to Walter Hill, Kew propagation manager in the 1800s and founder of Brisbane
Botanic Gardens, situated at Gardens Point on the Brisbane River.
I grew up on 10 acres between Brisbane and the Gold Coast. My parents were also keen
gardeners. Dad was a butcher. Chatting with a customer one day, he discovered he had a
licence to import certain species from Asia and had a small nursery nearby. So, after allocating
five acres of our property to a new project, we bought some tropical trees.
Some of the trees we planted were Black sapote, Diospyros digyna, Purple
Mangosteen, Garcinia mangostana, Carambola, Averrhoa carambola and Custard Apple,
Annona atemoya. We also had the usual banana trees and avocados – and mangos, 17 of them.
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POLLINATING GREAT IDEAS
Life went on and I left home to live in Brisbane for work. My garden was my refuge, all
842 square metres of it. I joined a local Landcare for Wildlife group and another group that
propagated natives for revegetation around Brisbane. As the years progressed and I became a
little hard to live with, my partner and I sat down to discuss what I might like to do and how to
get to that goal.
So, at 53 years old I started applying for horticulture traineeships and jobs, greenkeeper
traineeships and jobs, anything where I could get a foot in the door. For two years I did this with
no luck, always finding myself up against an overwhelming field of candidates; I even applied for
roles as far afield as New Zealand. The constant in the ads for horticulture roles was ‘must have a
Certificate II or III’.

So, at 53 years old I started applying for horticulture traineeships
and jobs, greenkeeper traineeships and jobs, for two years I did
this with no luck.

Getting a foot in the door
I eventually received a call for an interview for a Conservation and Land Management Certificate
I traineeship. It was a start, six months and at a very reduced pay to what I was used to. Was I
happy, though? Hell yes! It was so much easier to get out of bed in the mornings. The six months
went by quickly and I had a Certificate I in CALM and felt confident. I was nominated for student
of the year, missed out on that title but was still excited about the nomination. Within a week of
completing the certificate, I was employed with an environmental revegetation company.
The revegetation role was very much about weed eradication and it was casual. I wanted to learn
more about horticulture and botany, the science, the history, and the wonderful beauty when
working in an open space ‘office’, which is always changing.
With family connections in regional New South Wales, I was alerted to an opportunity for a
12-month horticulture Certificate II traineeship at the local botanical gardens. I applied, was
called for a phone interview, which progressed to a face-to-face interview, and a couple of weeks
later, I was offered the traineeship.
The traineeship was extended from a Certificate II to a Certificate III and with the support of my
partner, who was still working back in Brisbane, I accepted the opportunity. During this time, a
full time horticulture assistant role came up where I was working. I applied for the position and
it was agreed that I could continue my studies until the completion of my Certificate III. I was
successful and had snagged myself a full-time role.

22
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My partner has now joined me in regional New South Wales and our initial concerns about money
and whether or not she would get a job were unfounded – we took the chance and haven’t looked
back. After working for many years in a couple of jobs – one quite stressful – that found me working
indoors looking at computer screens, I decided to take a chance to pursue my passion. If I hadn’t,
I figured I would soon be tending a plastic pot plant on the windowsill of a nursing home room.

On my way – to the congress and beyond
After reading about the Wellington congress, which was coming up, I got to thinking, ‘What better
place to learn about the world of plants than from these passionate academics who have spent
their lives in this botanical wonderland?’ There will also be people like me who want to suck up as
much information as possible, and to network. There will be exciting and motivational new ideas.
I’ve been gardening for a long time but I know there is more to it. I don’t know everything and
never will. Was I inspired by the speakers and listeners at congress? Absolutely. I funded myself as
there is not a lot of budget at small regional councils, but they were very supportive of my trip.
I will continue to learn and listen, grow plants, and protect plants and the environment. I would
like to teach kids how exciting it is to grow something from a tiny little seed to food on the table
or a gigantic tree that will still be around for their kids and grandkids. I would like to think that in
50 years from now people will still be able to feel grass under their bare feet, touch the bark and
leaves of a tree, see and hear birds and feel rain on their faces instead of experiencing that feeling
via virtual reality rooms or books. And I’ll attend as many congress events as I can, maybe even
get someone else to pay! I’m proud to be a part of the passionate group of people who love their
plants and this planet, from academics to backyard propagators.
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The Amazing Case of Dr Ward – music and storytelling
in the Williamstown Botanic Gardens
Jackie Kerin, Author and Storyteller
Loraine Callow, Program Development Officer, Williamstown Botanic Gardens
Being custodians of a botanic garden with a history spanning almost 160 years, we are often
looking back in time to explore and interpret botanic stories for our visitors. The Amazing Case
of Dr Ward tells the story of an invention that would change the world. Through a performance
blending storytelling, music and illustration, visitors ponder the question:
When you spread a picnic rug under the shady elm, gather cones from around the pine for your
hearth or smell a rose, do you ever ask yourself: ‘How did these plants come to Australia?’

Cover of the storybook, The Amazing Case of Dr Ward.

Illustration from The Amazing Case of Dr Ward.

We asked the question, and the investigation and collaboration that followed led us to create a
much-loved piece of interpretation for our visitors and for visitors to gardens more broadly.
The Williamstown Botanic Gardens, managed by Hobsons Bay City Council, is situated by
Nairm (Port Phillip Bay) on land that once held she-oaks, salt bush, wattles and a myriad of
grasses; a place where emu, kangaroo, quoll and bandicoot roamed; a place treasured by the
Yalukit‑willam of the Boon Wurrung; a place called Koort Boork Boork (clump of she-oak).
With the arrival of the colonists, change was swift. Part of that change was the clearing of
land, the building of towns, the establishment of pleasure grounds and botanic gardens,
and the introduction of ‘new’ plants deemed to be of value for ornamental, medicinal and
economic purposes.

24
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POLLINATING GREAT IDEAS
For those of us who are curious about plants and who care about landscape and histories,
there are many tales to uncover and exploration often opens the heart to conflicting and
bitter-sweet feelings: sadness for what has been lost or damaged and delight in what has been
created. We know that the movement of plants around the world has shaped global history at
many levels.

Exploration often opens the heart to conflicting and bitter-sweet
feelings: sadness for what has been lost or damaged and delight in
what has been created.
Humans have carried plants across oceans for centuries. The First Fleet arrived in Australia with
banana, coffee, guava, prickly pear, lemon, oak and myrtle. However, poor understanding of
the needs of plants – lack of light, exposure to salt spray, not to mention rats and even goats –
meant many seeds and plants perished en route.
In addressing the question for our project, we had to decide which thread of botanical history
we would follow. We chose to track and interpret the story of the Wardian Case – a simple glass
and wooden box that revolutionised the global trade and transportation of live plants – a story
in which Australia played a leading role.
The Wardian Case didn’t appear out of thin air. Building on the experiments of those before
him, London doctor and citizen scientist, Dr Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward finally arrived at an
idea that worked. Dr Ward had a passionate curiosity for plants and their uses and beauty.
After observing the process of condensation and evaporation on a fern growing in a sealed glass
jar for several years and concluding that a plant could survive in such conditions, he devised an
experiment. In 1833, two glass and timber cases were filled with grapevine cuttings and grasses,
sealed and strapped to the poop deck of the Persian which set sail from London for New South
Wales. Six months later, the plants arrived at the Sydney Botanic Gardens in a healthy state.
The experiment was repeated for a return journey, but this time the cases were filled with
Australian plants, including the delicate coral fern, Gleichenia microphylla, a plant never before
seen in Britain. The journey was longer and involved navigating the wild seas around the Horn of
Africa. Again the plants sealed in their cases arrived at their destination in fine condition.
The results were clear, plants transported in sturdy sealed glass and timber cases, protected
from salt spray and rats, kept out of the way of clumsy sailors, and exposed to sunlight, had
their chances for survival on board ships increased tenfold.
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POLLINATING GREAT IDEAS
Within a very short time Wardian cases, as they became known, were travelling the world packed
with live plants. Botanic collections, private gardens, tea, rubber and coffee plantations, and many
other agricultural endeavours, were the beneficiaries. Versions of the cases were used until 1962 by
Kew Gardens – the last delivery being from Fiji.
The Williamstown Botanic Gardens were designed
by Edward Latrobe Bateman and opened to
the public in 1860. With a sophisticated design
including serpentine paths and secret lawns, the
gardens include an enviable collection of mature
plants from around the world: South America,
Europe, the Middle East, the United States and
South East Asia. We can’t point to a tree and
say with certainty that it arrived in Australia in a
Wardian case strapped to the poop deck of a ship,
or that it’s a descendant of one that arrived by
sea, but we can and do encourage our visitors to
consider how these plants come to Australia.

Classical violinist Sarah Depasquale, who
composed and arranged music to accompany
the story-telling, with author Jackie Kerin.

We can’t point to a tree and say with certainty that it arrived in
Australia in a Wardian case strapped to the poop deck of a ship.
In bringing the story of plant transportation to light for our visitors, we combed through
Dr Ward’s booklet published in 1842, On the Growth of Plants in Closely Glazed Cases, and
peeled out the events leading up to the 1833–34 experiment between London and the Sydney
Botanic Gardens. We studied newspaper columns of the day, including the shipping news.
We studied ship design to discover just what a poop deck is! Jackie created a linear narrative for
a 10–15 minute storytelling performance, and classical violinist Sarah Depasquale composed and
arranged music (evoking the era) to accompany the telling. To make the story more accessible,
Loraine created a series of colourful illustrations to be used during the performance in a Japanese
storytelling box – a kamishibai.
The project kept growing as ideas flowed and we approached the Hobsons Bay Men’s Shed
asking them if they could make us a scaled down replica of a Wardian Case, which they did.
Wishing to make Loraine’s pictures available for display when Sarah and Jackie were not around
for performance, we engaged author and editor Nan McNa, who juggled the text and images to
create a small book for use at the gardens.
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At the time of writing, The Amazing Case of Dr Ward has been performed to great acclaim for
multi-generational audiences in the Williamstown Botanic Gardens on special event days including
the BGANZ Botanic Gardens open days and has sparked fascinating conversations about the
movement of plants around the world. The storytelling show has travelled to the Port Fairy Folk
Festival, Stone the Crows Festival (NSW), Williamstown Literary Festival, Newport Folk Festival and
the Melton Botanic Garden, and in October 2019 The Amazing Case of Dr Ward was shared in the
Kyneton Botanic Gardens as part of their jubilee event celebrating two significant milestones: 160
years since establishment and 125 years for the Horticultural Society.
The Amazing Case of Dr Ward is
a glimpse into a piece of the past.
Its purpose is to arouse curiosity, raise
questions and start conversations
around horticulture, history, the
impact of the movement of plants
around the world and the purpose of
botanic gardens created in the early
colonial era.
The Amazing Case of Dr Ward was
developed by Loraine Callow Program
Development Officer, Williamstown

Members of the Hobsons Bay Men’s Shed made a scaled
down replica of a Wardian Case.

Botanic Gardens), Sarah Depasquale
(violinist) and Jackie Kerin (author and
storyteller), with kind assistance from Dr Luke Keogh (author, Redmond Barry Fellow and recent
visiting scholar at the Arnold Arboretum at Harvard University), Nan McNab (editor and author),
and Hobsons Bay Men’s Shed.
The Amazing Case of Dr Ward was the subject of a recent episode of History Listen ABC Radio
National. https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/the-history-listen/floating-gardens%E2%80%94-the-journey-of-the-wardian-case/11164746
An extended version of the show includes short stories dedicated to specific trees in the
Williamstown Botanic Gardens and the Friends of all botanic gardens. If you are interested in
booking The Amazing Case of Dr Ward for your garden or event please visit Jackie’s website for
details. http://www.jackiekerin.com.au/
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Pocket-sized brochures for visitor convenience*
Clare Fraser, Adult Education, Dunedin Botanic Garden
Traditional brochures aren’t necessarily designed for outdoor use. Visitors to botanic gardens
contend with wind and rain. They also need to keep their hands free to drive wheelchairs and
pushchairs, manage children or just hold sunhats in place. Dunedin Botanic Garden’s new fold‑up
brochures allow visitors to carry unused brochures in their pockets, then pull them out again,
fully intact.
It all started when we redesigned our main map brochure. Most of the botanic garden is on
the slopes of a hill so the question of accessibility came to mind. For people in wheelchairs and
pushchairs we can’t change the terrain or even do very much to change tracks. However, some
spots are innately more accessible than others so we decided we can provide information to help
visitors know which they are.
Wheelchair users were contracted to travel every track and calculate a rating of either easy, medium
or hard. It turned out that some spots on the top of the hill or even its more gentle slopes are fully
accessible to all. This was a pleasant surprise for a wheelchair user at the brochure launch who said
she’d thought that since her accident she’d never be able to visit the upper garden again.
Consulting people who use their hands for
transport prompted the idea that a fold-up,
pocket-sized brochure would be extremely
useful. And, as is often the case with accessible
infrastructure, it also offered practical
convenience for all visitors.
So we were off.
Visitors had been showing interest in the
garden’s specimen trees so a pocket-sized Tree
Trail was developed around 50 or so trees.
Next, a staff member met a friendly geologist
in a pub and the idea for the Volcano Trail was
born, following existing tracks up the side of
an ancient volcano. The geologist, from GNS
Science, provided expert technical advice
and was a natural educator, open to seeing
the facts interpreted into a user-friendly form.
The trail is a real hit, with 3000 brochures
moving in the first six months.
28

The new suite of pocket-sized outdoor-friendly
brochures developed for Dunedin Botanic Garden.
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POLLINATING GREAT IDEAS
Existing brochures were old and needed to be reworked into a new format. It was a case of
looking afresh at what needed to be said. Some material from the old brochures was edited out
and new material was included. Five of the old brochures were condensed into one new one.

The trail is a real hit, with 3000 brochures moving in the first six
months. Existing brochures were old and needed to be reworked
into a new format.
Partnerships continued to bear fruit. The local social history museum, Toitu, approached the
botanic garden requesting permission to host a tour of edible native plants. It was to be based
on the book recently produced by Rob Tipa, Treasures of Tane about traditional plant use by Kai
Tahu, the local Maori tribe. I had been aware of our gap in visitor information on this topic so
saw the request as an opportunity to fix this, the eventual result being a Treasured Plants Trail
with Rob kindly providing full access to his text and photos.
A similar arrangement was made with the local branch of Birds New Zealand to produce the
Wild Bird Guide, covering 27 native and introduced birds commonly encountered by visitors.
Pleasingly, we were starting to interpret the wider botanic garden ecosystem – the geology and
birds as well as the plant collections.
The trail-based brochures offer a cost-effective way of filling gaps in the system. There is only
one paid visitor-focused staff member and no children’s education officer, hence, a Children’s
Play Trail is about to be launched. It taps into existing sites, pulling out their potential for child
visitors and repackaging them into a trail on paper. Rather than taking a traditionally informative
educational approach, the trail encourages children to experience the place screen-free through
interactive, experiential, even ‘mindful’ play, with the philosophy that developing a love of a
place and of nature leads to self-motivation for future learning.
Research for an Edibles Trail is underway and the BGANZ conference provided an opportunity
to find out how other botanic gardens manage the potential problem of harvest. Another
possibility to develop as a result of the 2019 BGANZ conference is a Silent Space Trail, again a
mere repackaging of existing assets into a form easily accessible to visitors.
Ease of access for all is a major aim for a botanic garden and these pocket-sized brochures help
meet that need.
* Presented at the 9th BGANZ Congress
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The hort. section
The hort. section looks at the conservation journey Ballarat Botanical
Gardens (BBG) has been on. Famed for its begonias, Donna Thomas
tells us about how BBG is now embracing indigenous plants.
And from Eleni Vassiliadis, we learn about some of the grand old trees
at RBGV Melbourne Gardens and the efforts that arborists go to to
protect their unique values.

Regional botanical gardens can join the conservation
conversation too
Donna Thomas, Gardens Collections Officer, Ballarat Botanical Gardens
As a heritage-listed, primarily exotic, and regional botanic garden, Ballarat Botanical Gardens
(BBG) did not have Australian plant conservation on the radar. We had believed those plant
conservation projects required the expertise of large state botanic gardens with scientists and
seedbanks, not regional botanic gardens like ours – or so we thought.
In just two years, plant conservation has become one of our gardens’ first conversations
through better understanding of our existing collections and implementing simple, low cost
and small‑scale projects.
We now thrive in talking about Australian
plant conservation with a new Ballarat
indigenous plant collection, four
indigenous species conservation projects,
an endangered grasslands project, and
the forthcoming BGANZ Care for the Rare
project – all things we would not have
thought possible a short time ago.
We’re learning so much along the way,
from the support gained, new networks
found and the immense and unexpected
benefits for our team, our gardens, and

Care for the Rare site inspection – Peter Marquand,
Chris Russell, John Arnott, Cr Jim Rinaldi

even for a few plants!
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Revealing our ‘sleeping’ conservation collections
We were keen to be a part of the conservation conversation but as a mature garden with few
replanting opportunities, we were uncertain how we could join in.
We started to prioritise threatened species where available, but it was a simple cross-reference
against the IUCN Red List, that revealed 19 of our existing tree species were rare or threatened,
and we already had an existing conservation collection and a global story to tell.
A background search of our registered tuberous begonia collection also unveiled a rare cultivar
collection. Our gardens have a long-standing connection with Blackmore and Langdon nursery
of the United Kingdom. For over 100 years we had imported begonias from them. Even today,
half of our collection still originates from them. You can imagine our joint surprise when it
was discovered that 75 of their cultivars, which they now consider rare or possibly lost from
cultivation, are alive and well and hidden in our collection.
But it was our Wollemi Pine that started our Australian conservation story. Sharing its amazing
story of discovery and rescue never fails to raise eyebrows, and what seems to resonate most, is
that it is an Australian story.

Putting indigenous plants front and central
In 2017, the renovation of our Australian garden presented an exciting opportunity to refocus
the garden and showcase the beauty of our local forest and grassland species.
All remaining lower and middle story plants were replaced with over 40 indigenous species,
including six threatened species that occur naturally within a 50 kilometre radius of Ballarat.
This change has been immensely popular with visitors, students and locals alike. It has also
provided a relevant, secure location for our conservation projects, and it facilitates discussion
about threatened local plants when we are undertaking tours of the garden.
Selecting the 50-kilometre radius also provides a focus for our conservation projects, and
maintains consistency in our message.
Lepidium hyssopifolium, Basalt Peppercress
In 2017, the Victorian Department of Environment, Water, Land and Planning (DEWLP)
approached us about planting a living seedbank for the endangered Lepidium hyssopifolium,
which exists in Victoria as only seven populations. This short lived, herbaceous species has a
dislike for weed competition and as a result several of the remaining wild populations live under
Hesperocyparis macrocarpa, Monterey Cypress, often in high-risk areas on private land subject
to grazing by livestock.
This first project was to simply plant tube stock provided by DEWLP, create an ex-situ
population, and harvest the seed. In DEWLP’s own media release they described Lepidium
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THE HORT. SECTION
hyssopifolium as having ‘no floristic beauty: it looks
like weed…’. Not a great first pitch we thought, but
by the time they’d finished, our very simple project
came out of their media department sounding like a
really exciting new discovery! It was a really invaluable
insight into the importance of getting the message out
there and in how to generate positive momentum for
conservation more broadly.
The Lepidium grew well and seeded prolifically, and
within months we were sending seed to Royal Botanic

Botanical Gardens Team receiving
Lepidium hyssopifolium tube stock from
DEWLP. Photo: Donna McMaster, DEWLP

Gardens Victoria’s (RBGV) seedbank. It was then
forwarded to Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew’s Millennium
Seed Bank Project, conserving the provenance for the
future. Very simple, very exciting! We were sold, and
commenced a second-stage planting at the botanical
gardens wetlands to observe its preferred habitat and
plant establishment methods.
Joining the Basalt Peppercress Working Group has
also linked us with passionate, like-minded people
right across the region, including other local councils,
community groups, and individuals, all working
together to protect or re-establish the species across
the region more broadly.
Bossiaea vombata, Wombat Bossiaea
Buoyed by the simplicity of the Basalt Peppercress

Stage two – Lepidium hyssopifolium
project at Botanical Gardens wetlands

project, we didn’t hesitate when DEWLP suggested
a second project with the endangered Bossiaea vombata. A rhizomatous, leafless species, with
attractive yellow-red pea-type flowers, B. vombata is endemic to the Wombat State Forest where
it exists in just four sites.
Without any mature fruit or seeds formally described, it was believed that the plant may not
produce mature seed, and its rhizomatous nature created uncertainty as to how many genetically
distinct plants there were. All populations are growing at high-risk sites adjacent to dirt roads,
subject to road grading and in high fire-risk areas. Our project was to monitor the wild population,
explore propagation methods and optimistically, try to secure an ex-situ population in the BBG.
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Searching for information about this species led us to RBGV’s Neville Walsh and Elizabeth
James, who have been an invaluable source of information about the species and have been
able to answer our copious questions. The RBGV Nursery has also successfully grown several
B.vombata plants, but advised that the species are notoriously unexcited about reaching their
first birthday, and often go into decline soon afterwards.
The Australian National Botanic Garden (ANBG) was also working on conservation projects
within the Bossiaea genus. They too generously shared propagating methods they have found
successful with closely related species.
On field trips we found hundreds of flowers and, later, fruit, and a few immature-looking
seeds. We were ecstatic. Seed sent to the RBGV seedbank, however, was confirmed as lacking
maturity, but at least we had found out what a mature seed didn’t look like. On further field trips
we collected cutting material and, the following year, more promising looking seed.
Bossiaea vombata findings so far
Bossiaea vombata does produce viable seed, as
small as 1.5 mm. Four seeds have germinated,
although the seedlings were short-lived.
Samples of flowers, fruit and seed have been
sent to RBGV. Elizabeth James has completed
genetic and pollen studies to show five distinct
plants, and pollen which is complete and viable.
Cuttings have struck from all four sites and we
currently have four plants that have celebrated
their first birthday – a milestone that was not

Bossiaea vombata flowers

lost on anyone.
Senecio behrianus, Stiff Groundsel
Senecio behrianus is an endangered herbaceous rhizomatous wetland plant, which was believed
to be extinct until in 1991. Four populations were discovered near Corop in northern Victoria),
and a fifth was found in 2004 within a suburban Ballarat wetland. Due to its rhizomatous habit,
each population is believed to consist of very few individual plants, possibly self-incompatible
and possibly unable to produce viable seed in its natural environment.
In 2018 we approached DEWLP to see if this local population needed some assistance, as the
species was located in a wetland already managed by our city. A national recovery plan already
existed and provided a list of priorities for the species’ conservation. By contacting the other
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botanic gardens mentioned in the plan, we were able to find current conservation projects and
population sizes, and understand gaps we could contribute to. We’ve since propagated and
planted an ex-situ population within our Australia Garden for safeguarding and display, collected
seed, and have plans for trials within the varying water depths of the botanical gardens wetlands.
In this project, one of the great benefits has been working with other teams. Another City of
Ballarat team, which maintains ‘trails and waterways’ including these wetlands, has enthusiastically
joined the project, undertaking field monitoring and measurement of the population. The Ballarat
Community Indigenous Nursery is working with alternative propagation methods. This has enabled
more people to be involved and a broader benefit for the project than would be possible with the
resources we have ourselves.

Conservation of endangered grasslands
Victoria Park is a 130-hectare inner city park located
only 500 metres from our botanical gardens. Planted
in 1890, it consists of sporting fields, copses of exotic
trees, with approximately one third protected as
remnant indigenous grasslands. With indigenous
grasslands of the Victorian Volcanic Plains listed as
critically endangered, we have a unique conservation
zone in a central city location.
Undertaking a simple floral photographic survey to
better understand the grassland species unexpectedly
also unveiled the beautiful and endangered Dianella
amoena in the park for the first time. Unlike our
Lepidium, this was ‘a floristic beauty’ and it has become
our poster plant for these grasslands. Many of these
grassland species, including D. amoena have also been
planted in the Australia Garden as ‘botanical signposts’

A photographic survey unveiled the
endangered Dianella amoena in
Victoria Park

to facilitate conversation and encourage awareness in
this endangered ecosystem just down the road.

Care for the Rare collection – coming soon
We are fortunate to be included in the first round of BGANZ Victoria’s Care for the Rare program,
which provides rare and threatened collections to regional botanical gardens.
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This exciting program, supported by Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria and the Helen
McPherson‑Smith Trust will see our Australia garden almost double in size to accommodate an
exciting new collection of threatened indigenous plants. We are looking forward to planting in
autumn 2020.

Lessons learnt along the way
• It is invigorating to have new projects and new challenges that call on more creative thinking
and problem solving.
• These projects have had huge unexpected benefits for our team. All members of our team,
including nursery, garden and apprentices, are an important part of these projects, from wild
collecting material, propagating, planting and maintaining plants, and any small success is a
team achievement.
• DELWP have provided invaluable direction and connections to people who have knowledge
of the various species. Whilst they have a long list of plant species that need a helping
hand, ask them what species may need assistance in your area, within the resources you
have available. There are many plants that ‘are’ the domain of scientists and seedbanks for
a reason!
• Trials without success, have not been viewed as negatives, but instead as challenges,
stimulating enquiring conversations about improvements, and alternative methods for
next time.
• Find your hidden conservation collection or grow one!
• Take joy in the small achievements.
• Don’t be afraid to ask the simple questions – they often provide the most valuable answers.
• Other gardens have been very generous in sharing information. Find out who else is working
on the species, or related species – lessons they’ve learnt will save you a lot of time and
enable your resources to have a more meaningful contribution.
• Start small. We’ve chosen small projects that fit within our already fully loaded working
schedule, and limited space – each project consists of only a dozen or so pots, not benches
of plants.
• Get to know your existing collections – you may just have a conservation story already.
• Most importantly, don’t sell yourself short as a regional botanic garden, if we can, you too,
can join the ‘conservation conversation’.
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Caring for Melbourne Gardens’ grand old trees
Eleni Vassiliadis, Digital Assistant, Development, Marketing and
Communications, Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria
What would the grand old trees of Melbourne Gardens say if they could talk? These historic and,
in some cases, remnant trees have witnessed the evolution and growth of Melbourne and require
some special TLC as they age. Large old trees are biological treasure troves. The many unique
characteristics they develop as they age, including hollows, bark fissures, large volumes of dead
wood and complex canopy structures, essentially form micro-ecosystems and enable them to
support a myriad of species which rely on them for food and shelter.
Two stand-out specimens are a majestic Araucaria bidwillii (Bunya Bunya Pine) planted in 1897,
and the iconic Lions Head Tree, a majestic eucalypt which earned its unique name due to the
resemblance of the gall on its trunk to a lion’s head. Considered to be one of the most significant
trees growing at Melbourne Gardens, the Lions Head Tree is Eucalyptus camaldulensis (River Red
Gum). The species was named for the Camaldoli Gardens in Italy where it was first described in
1832 by Frederick Dehnhardt, Chief Gardener. Dehnardt propagated River Red Gum plants from
seeds sent to him in 1818 from New South Wales.
The Lions Head Tree was first photographed in Melbourne Gardens in 1885 and is still going strong
in 2019. Calculating its exact age is tricky, but considering it displayed characteristics of an older
gum when first photographed, it likely existed in the early 1800s, where it was originally nestled
beside a marshy backwater, which the Yarra River would flood into, known as Tromgin to the First
People. This tree was most likely a sapling when, in 1835, a squatter camp was set up on the banks
of the Yarra River nearby, which would eventually develop into the city of Melbourne.

The Lions Head River Red Gum (Eucalyptus
camaldulensis) in 1885, Image from the State Botanical
Collection, Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne.
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The striking knuckled appearance on this Erythrina
crista-galli (Cockspur Coral Tree) specimen is due
to the ancient practice of pollarding.
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If trees could talk, the Lions Head Tree would have a remarkable story to tell, bearing witness
to life as it was for Indigenous Australians before colonisation and the tumultuous events that
coincided with the arrival of Europeans and the rapid and irrevocable changes they brought.
River Red Gums are increasingly threatened due to logging, climate change and the general
impacts of colonisation. It is critically important to conserve them, as they play an invaluable role in
supporting the biodiversity of Australian landscapes, not to mention keeping koalas well fed!
With advancing age, the soil environment of these large old trees steadily increases in ecological
richness, benefiting surrounding flora and providing a home for the wide range of microorganisms
and insects living within the soil and roots.
At Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria, various strategies are undertaken to enhance the longevity of
large old tree specimens that fall within the realm of ‘conservation arboriculture’. These include
specific pruning methods employed for old trees which are designed to imitate the slow, natural
contraction of the crown that occurs as they reach a great age.
Typically, the tree’s outer canopy is gradually shortened via several small dose pruning events that
are implemented over many years – even decades. This method of restoration, sometimes called
retrenchment pruning, aims to rejuvenate the tree’s crown and improve health and structure.
This is currently being practised by the gardens’ arboriculture team using pole pruners to restore
one of the ancient River Red Gums in Melbourne Gardens known as the Cockatoo Tree, following
the trauma of losing a large portion of its crown during high winds in 2013. The arboriculture team
is working on this tree’s structure and health so that the Cockatoo Tree can continue to sustain and
enrich biodiversity for years to come.
Another technique practised by the arboriculture team is
pollarding, which is used to control tree size and form and has
an additional benefit of enhancing tree longevity. Pollarding is
practised on trees of every age, but must commence while the
tree is young, and involves the periodic (often annual) removal
of the upper branches of a tree. The technique dates back as far
as Neolithic times and was used historically to produce firewood,
feed for livestock, and more, with the advantage of not killing
the tree. The practice produces a striking knuckled appearance,
which is visible on an Erythrina crista-galli (Cockspur Coral Tree)
specimen growing in Melbourne Gardens, which is pollarded
using chainsaws.
This careful work ensures these special inhabitants of the gardens
will live through the further evolution of Melbourne and continue to
play their part in supporting the life of the gardens for many years.
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The Cockatoo Tree, an old
River Red Gum (Eucalyptus
camaldulensis), which is
currently being restored.
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Among the articles we feature below are some of the presentations from the
9th BGANZ Congress. For those of you who attended the congress, here’s an
opportunity to revisit the presentations and for others, a chance to read about
some of the stimulating presentations conference goers enjoyed.

Protecting and conserving
native and taonga plants in
Aotearoa New Zealand –
an indigenous biosecurity
response*
Dr Nick Waipara, Te Tira Whakamātaki (Māori Biosecurity Network)
and Researcher, Plant and Food Research

Our regionally unique Australasian and Pacific environments are increasingly under threat from
introduced organisms and from new threats emerging in a rapidly changing global context.
Our economic, environmental and cultural prosperity are inextricably linked to, and strongly
depend on, our natural environment, but all can be threatened by invasive pests.
In Aotearoa New Zealand biosecurity incursions are an ever increasing risk to the unique
biodiversity as there are multiple entry points and pathways for invasive pests, diseases and weeds
to enter the country including through trade, tourism and weather events.
Estimates of economic damage to productive ecosystems (forestry, horticulture, agriculture) from
both new and established invasive species is already very large, running into the billions per annum
in control costs alone. Added to the many environmental, social and cultural impacts, these costs
are only a fraction of the actual losses, many of which cannot be calculated, and is why biosecurity is
a priority issue for many industries, agencies and the public.
People all over New Zealand are practicing biosecurity every day – working in our communities,
in business, in government and in our own backyards. To mitigate the growing impacts of invasive
38
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pests, New Zealand’s biosecurity system has a range of measures that include pre‑border, at-border
and post-border activities, including a new initiative launched by Biosecurity New Zealand named
Ko Tātou, which is aiming to engage and build public awareness of these measures.
Emerging pests and pathogens are also of great concern because of the severe detrimental
impacts they can have on environmentally and culturally significant flora and ecosystems.
One example is the rapidly spreading kauri dieback pathogen, Phytophthora agathidicida, which
is currently devastating many of the last remnants of ancient native kauri (Agathis australis)
trees. Another example is the 2017 biosecurity incursion of myrtle rust fungus (Austropuccinia
psidii), which is suspected to have blown into the country and subsequently spreading onto
susceptible plants via its highly mobile airborne spores. The ongoing reports of live interceptions
at the New Zealand border of the highly invasive plant pest, the brown marmorated stink bug
(Halyomorpha halys) also shows the constant and future threat of new pests being introduced.

A Maori-led response: Te Tira Whakamātaki
And in a uniquely New Zealand context, Māori communities are now being recognised for their
roles in the biosecurity system. As an indigenous response to the increasing risks and threats from
biological incursions to key cultural species, in 2016 a group of Māori scientists, policy makers, tribal
leaders and traditional ecological knowledge holders formed a Māori-led biosecurity network called
Te Tira Whakamātaki (TTW) or ‘the watchful ones.’ The TTW network organised regional meetings
and circulated position papers to raise awareness among Māori of risks posed by biosecurity
incursions to culturally and economically significant flora and fauna.

Myrtle rust
The incursion of Myrtle rust provided a case study of an indigenous Māori biosecurity response to
a plant disease threat. All of New Zealand’s native Myrtaceae plants are very important to Māori
and are considered taonga (treasures). All native myrtle species, including ancient rākau (trees) such
as the 600-year-old Metrosideros Te Waha o Rerekohu, are revered as sacred tupuna (ancestral
beings), whose direct descendants serve as their contemporary guardians.

All native myrtle species, are revered as sacred tupuna (ancestral beings),
whose direct descendants serve as their contemporary guardians.
The myrtle family is also associated with a range of ecological functions (e.g. successional nursery
species colonising areas after disturbance through to keystone forests of rātā, Metrosideros
umbellata). The plant family includes economically important plants such as the pollen source of
mānuka honey (Leptospermum scoparium), the popular exotic fruit tree (feijoa; Acca sellowiana),
garden ornamentals and amenity trees (over 4000 individuals of willow myrtle (Agonis flexuosa) are
planted as amenity-street trees in urban Auckland.
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Myrtle rust was officially confirmed on 3 May 2017 at a plant nursery located in Kerikeri, North
Island, New Zealand. Since then the presence of myrtle rust has now been located throughout
New Zealand. It has been detected infecting and damaging a range of taonga myrtles including
ramarama (Lophomyrtus bullata), pōhutukawa (Metrosideros excelsa), swamp maire (Syzygium
maire) and mānuka (Leptospermum scoparium); all of these species have cultural and historical
significance to Māori. Since the incursions, Te Tira Whakamātaki, have been actively informing
Māori communities throughout New Zealand about the potential impacts of Myrtle rust via a
series of regional meetings (hui), email and social media that have included brief reports and
recommendations. Feedback from these meetings and social media has strongly highlighted the
desires of Māori communities to be active participants in the decision-making and biosecurity
response for the management of Myrtle rust as well as other pests and diseases.
One key national response to Myrtle rust in New Zealand was the emergency efforts of collecting
germplasm through seed banking as a means of safeguarding seeds of culturally important
plants and through the TTW information hui. It was clear this was a major priority for most iwi
(tribes). This support was taken up by TTW who sought a means to support Māori community-led
seed-saving as a safeguarding measure for native myrtles and to co-lead a series of community
attended training workshops on long-term seed conservation. Seed conservation was one
of the key capabilities identified and training requested by community groups involved in
conservation management.
The seed-banking collaboration involved TTW and international plant and seed bank experts from
Kew’s Millennium Seed Bank Partnership (MSBP), Australian Seed Bank Partnership, as well as
local Auckland and Wellington botanic gardens. All these partners played a vital role with TTW in
bringing together Māori kaitiaki (environmental technicians and guardians) from many different
rohe (areas) to provide training and the community-led mobilisation of seed bank kits to create
regional hubs of seed collections. This initiative also resulted in a means to support Māori to adopt
technology that could complement established traditional seasonal seed collecting practices and
mātauranga (knowledge). This initial donation of equipment and the implementation of a training
programme has now served as a blue-print for the ultimate ambition of distributing seed bank kits
to all tribes across the country and investing in additional Māori seed-banking capability.
This response showed how the critical conservation efforts to protect New Zealand’s unique
and vulnerable myrtles could be enhanced through the collaborations between of Māori, local
communities and botanic gardens and should serve as a positive model for other biosecurity
responses in the future.

Interested in learning more?
Plant and Food Research, New Zealand or contact nick.waipara@plantandfood.co.nz
* Presented at the 9th BGANZ Congress
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Australian botanic gardens
join fight against plant pests
Greg Fraser, Executive Director and CEO, Plant Health Australia
Daniela Carnovale, Project Officer, Plant Health Australia
David Gale, Project Officer, Plant Health Australia
Alex Lucchetti, Communication Officer, Plant Health Australia

The declaration of 2020 as the International Year of Plant Health by the United Nations General
Assembly recognises the importance of protecting the health of plants from pests and diseases
which threaten our food security, economy, environment and way of life.
As the year approaches, we are also presented with an opportunity to reflect on ways we
can engage governments, industries and the wider community in protecting plant health.
This includes the staff, friends, guides and other communities associated with botanic gardens.

A risk and an opportunity
Introduced plant pests and pathogens present a significant risk to plant health in home gardens
and botanic gardens alike. These organisms can have ecological and economic impacts on their
new environs and the native species which inhabit them, with the potential to cause irreversible
and large-scale damage. The growing global trade in plants and plant material are increasing the
potential spread and subsequent establishment of these organisms.
Botanic gardens represent both a risk and an opportunity in the fight against the international
spread of plant pests and diseases.
Visited by millions of people each year, botanic gardens are often one of the first places that
overseas travellers visit. As a result, botanic gardens are at risk from new pests entering on the
clothing or footwear of visitors. Due to this risk, botanic gardens provide an opportunity to detect
new pests early.
The living plant collections found within botanic gardens and arboretums are a unique resource
that can provide vital information regarding plant health. These botanic gardens and arboreta
hold a range of native flora, exotic species from all over the world and relatives of commercial
crop species. This provides an opportunity to help overcome one of the key challenges when it
comes to identifying and assessing threats to plant health – that most serious invasive pests do
not cause problems in their native habits.
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Botanic gardens represent both a risk and an opportunity in the fight
against the international spread of plant pests and diseases.
Non-native species in botanic garden collections can be observed to see how they are impacted
by pests that may not be present in the plant’s native country or area. Plants used in this way are
known as sentinels.
The International Plant Sentinel Network (IPSN) actively uses this approach by linking botanic
gardens and arboreta, plant protection organisations, and plant health scientists around the world
to provide an early warning system of new and emerging pest and disease risks.
Botanic gardens and arboreta
including Royal Botanic Gardens
Victoria, Royal Botanic Gardens
Sydney, the Australian National
Botanic Garden, the Royal Tasmanian
Botanical Garden and the National
Arboretum Canberra have signed up
as members of the IPSN to:
• develop methodologies for
monitoring damaging plant pests
and pathogens in gardens
• provide training materials to
increase capacity
• facilitate access to
diagnostic support
• build connections between people

Botanic Gardens Biosecurity Network is being piloted with
friends, guides and visitor experience officers at three gardens.

associated with IPSN member
botanic gardens and arboreta.

The Australian approach
At a national level, Australia’s botanic gardens and arboreta have been recognised for the
role they can play in our national plant biosecurity system. The collaborative effort between
federal and state governments, industry and the broader community helps keep plant pests and
diseases from entering or moving around Australia to maintain healthy and productive plants.
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Staff and volunteers working with plants in the collections of botanic gardens on a regular basis
can quickly and accurately recognise, monitor and record changes in plant health. These staff and
volunteers are typically knowledgeable and passionate people, who with training and awareness of
current threats, can become additional ‘eyes and ears’ for first detection of plant pests and diseases.
With coordination and support from Plant Health Australia, the knowledge, experience and
passion of both botanic garden staff, and the friends, guides and other volunteers are being
harnessed in two new biosecurity networks.
One network brings together staff to undertake coordinated surveillance, while the other seeks to
draw on friends and guides who support the gardens. The data generated by each network will be
used to help safeguard plant health on a local and regional scale, and globally through the IPSN.
The surveillance data will also help prove Australia’s freedom from certain plant pests.

Coordinated surveillance by botanic garden staff
The Botanic Gardens Surveillance Network has engaged staff of botanic gardens in Western
Australia, South Australia, Victoria, Tasmania, New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory.
Once a month over spring and summer staff at participating gardens will look for five target pests
on 5–25 potential host plants. They will report whether the pest was not found (absence data) or
any suspected discoveries of the pests.
The five target pests are:
• Rose rosette virus
• Myrtle Rust Austropuccinia psidii
• Brown-marmorated stink
bug Halyomorpha halys
• Polyphagous Shot Hole Borer
Euwallacea whitfordiodendrus
• Stigmina leaf spot Stigmina platani
These pests were chosen based on
whether they have observable symptoms, if they fitted in with existing national and botanic
garden surveillance programs and activities, and are considered a priority. Absence data plays
an important role in showing that Australia is free of certain pests which can help with trade
negotiations for our agricultural products.
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Engaging botanic garden communities
As many gardens are reliant on their friends, guides and other volunteers for hands-on help
with horticultural care, research, outreach, advocacy and fundraising, it is anticipated that these
groups are critical for undertaking surveillance for new plant pests.
The second network is called the Botanic Gardens Biosecurity Network and is being piloted
with friends, guides and visitor experience officers of the Royal Botanic Gardens Sydney, Royal
Botanic Gardens Victoria, Melbourne and the Australian National Botanic Garden.
To assist friends and volunteers in general surveillance, a Community of Practice is being
established on the extensionAUS™ platform to connect them with biosecurity and surveillance
experts. By working together, the involved friends, guides and other volunteers will learn how to
look out for exotic plant pests in their botanic and home gardens and how to keep gardens safe
from new pests.
A website, hosted by extensionAUS™, has been developed for the Botanic Gardens Biosecurity
Network to provide practical information and advice to staff of botanic gardens, community
interest groups and members of the public to develop awareness, knowledge and skills
to contribute to general biosecurity surveillance activities. The site is now live at
extensionaus.com.au/botanicgardensbiosecurity
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More information

For more information about either of these networks please email botanicgardens@phau.com.au
For more information about the International Year of Plant Health visit
planthealthyear.org.au or fao.org/plant-health-2020/en/
For more information about the IPSN visit plantsentinel.org
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Care for the Rare –
BGANZ congress workshop*
John Arnott, Manager Horticulture, Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria
Cranbourne Gardens

The Wellington congress was the perfect opportunity to explore the range of approaches to
plant conservation currently undertaken by botanic gardens. While the workshop was named
after Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria’s (RBGV) Care for the Rare project, with its focus on
conservation horticulture and display, the workshop could quite legitimately have been retitled
‘Towards metacollections: exploring approaches for conservation collaborations’. Presenting with
co‑facilitators Bec Stanley, Chris Russell and Paul Tracey, we delivered a series of conservation case
studies that demonstrated the diversity of ‘tools in the integrated plant conservation toolkit’ and
showed that botanic gardens are increasingly important contributors to collaborative conservation
work. On this foundation, the entire group then explored how we might achieve even more
effective plant conservation outcomes by examining appetite, obstacles and opportunities –
a group discussion well worth sharing with you all.

Case studies: a diversity of approaches
Australian local government and plant conservation
Paul Tracey, Parks & Open Space Manager Wollongong, provided an overview of his 2018 Masters
study which explored ‘Australian Local Government’s contribution to plant conservation’.
Two key themes were associated with the study: ‘What are gardens currently doing in plant
conservation?’ and ‘What are the benefits to regional botanic gardens arising from establishing
conservation partnerships?’
Paul detailed key findings of the study, as outlined below:
• Local government gardens do have a meaningful role to play in plant conservation
• Numerous local government gardens are playing an active role, many are not, particularly
in Victoria
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• All gardens regardless of their levels of activity recognise the importance of plant
conservation roles
• Perceived constraints to participation are a lack of accreditation (recognition) and
research capacity
• There are numerous measurable benefits to collaborations which are being realised by
active collaborators.
Paul also reflected on individual partner strengths: state government delivering science and
research; local government with strong horticultural management, knowledge of natural areas,
access to local land manager experts and access to local promotion and media.

BGCI Integrated Plant Conservation
Bec Stanley, Curator Auckland Botanic Gardens, showed workshop participants a Botanic
Gardens Conservation International (BGCI) Integrated Plant Conservation table which explored
the various skillsets, roles and functions associated with integrated plant conservation.
Bec noted the red circles as the potential activity areas for botanic gardens (observing that some
gardens do manage tracts of land and do practice in situ conservation but they are generally the
exception to the rule).

Bec also provided details of an Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that BGANZ New
Zealand has signed with the New Zealand Department of Conservation (DOC), noting that
collectively New Zealand gardens are very committed to contributing to Target 8 of the Global
Strategy for Plant Conservation. Bec reflected on the fact that traditionally botanic gardens in
New Zealand had not been regarded as part of the conservation community, and conservation
was seen to be the realm only of DOC, despite DOC having no horticultural staff, display
gardens or, until recently, botanical staff.
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The MOU has served as a mechanism to legitimise the role of New Zealand botanic gardens
in conservation, thereby building capacity to offer specialist services and expertise. It is a
framework for collaboration around management of threatened plants with DOC, Iwi and
community and private sector players. Importantly the MOU provides opportunities to
collectively set priorities for ex situ and integrated plant conservation actions based on a
national strategy for plant recovery.
Representatives of BGANZ New
Zealand signing the MOU with
members of New Zealand’s
Department of Conservation,
(l to r) BGANZ (NZ) Convenor
and Auckland Botanic Gardens
Curator Bec Stanley, DOC
Director General Lou Sanson,
Auckland Botanic Gardens
Manager Jack Hobbs and Hon
Maggie Barry.

RBGV Care for the Rare project
RBGV’s Care for the Rare project was presented as much about building capacity for regional
botanic gardens in Victoria as a conservation program. The aim of the project is to establish a
multi-site conservation collection of Victorian Rare or Threatened plant species (VROTs).
As indicated in Paul Tracey’s study, very few regional botanic gardens in Victoria have been
active in plant conservation activities. The case study explored the background to this with
perceived impediments to participation including challenges in sourcing rare and threatened
plant material and a general lack of information about their cultural requirements and
perceptions that indigenous plants might be incongruous or out of character in heritage
landscapes (the majority of regional gardens in the state being established in the late 1800s and
firmly based on European influences and landscape character).
Over many years BGANZ Victoria has been actively exploring how to encourage and
support regional gardens in participating in conservation activities. More recently, RBGV
successfully gained funding support from the Helen Macpherson Smith Trust to activate
the Care for the Rare project and to work collaboratively with regional gardens to establish
conservation collections.

The aim of the project is to establish a multi-site conservation
collection of Victorian Rare or Threatened plant species.
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The broad aims of the project were outlined
as supporting regional botanic gardens in
developing collections of locally significant
rare and threatened plant species through:
• Providing technical and curatorial
support through co-developing
Conservation Collection Plans for each
participating garden
• Working closely with key gardens staff to
develop a sustainable approach to the
development of conservation collections

Care for the Rare site inspection at Colac Botanic
Garden (CBG), (l to r) Ed Richies (CBG), John
Arnott, Laurence Towers (CBG) and Tex Moon.
Photo: Chris Russell

• Identifying program scope and
complexity commensurate with individual
gardens capacity
• Sourcing, propagating and supplying a
range of R&T Victoria taxa for distribution to
participating gardens, and
• Maximising opportunities for interpretation,
and promotion of the project, particularly at
regional and local levels.
BGANZ Victoria opened expressions of
interest to Victorian gardens to participate

Melton Botanic Garden National collection of
dryland Eucalypts. Photo: John Bentley

in the project and were ‘overwhelmed’ with
24 applications. Six gardens were selected to
pilot the program:
• Ballarat Botanical Garden
• Colac Botanic Gardens
• Dandenong Ranges Botanic Garden
• Sale Botanic Garden
• Shepparton Botanic Gardens
• Wilson Botanic Park Berwick.

The Cranbourne Gardens Nursery team propagating
Care for the Rare collections, from (l to r) Maja Zwek,
Mandy Thomson, Sarah Foray, and David Perkins.

After several site visits and planning sessions, Conservation Collection Plans have been written for
each participating garden which outline the broad objectives and scope for each collection, with
associated plant lists. Plant propagation and production has commenced at the RBGV Cranbourne
Gardens Nursery and planting will begin in 2020.
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South East Bioregion Partnership
Paul Tracey explained that the
South East Bioregion Group
started out as an informal botanic
gardens’ collaboration with a
strong geographic and regional
focus (Southern Sydney and
South East Bioregion of New
South Wales). It has since gone
from strength to strength, to
partner with a range of other
conservation agencies and land
managers. The partnership
comprises representatives from

South East Bioregion Group Partners Paul Tracey
Wollongong Botanic Garden, Paul Ardler Booderee National
Park, Kylie McClelland OEH, and John Siemon Mt Annan
Botanic Gardens.

the Australian National Botanic
Gardens, Wollongong Botanic
Gardens, Eurobodalla Regional Botanic Gardens, Booderee Botanic Gardens, the Australian Botanic
Garden Mount Annan, Illawarra Grevillea Park and the New South Wales Office of Environment and
Heritage (OEH) Ecosystems and Threatened Species team.
There are similarities to the New Zealand model, with botanic gardens working with the OEH and
local councils sharing resources to actively manage threatened species.
Although this group targets a wide range of rare and significant flora from the region, it has some
specific priorities. One recent example is the work under way for the endangered Bomaderry
Zieria, Zieria baeuerlenii. This species has been cultivated over many years as an ex situ collection
at Booderee Botanic Gardens, the Australian National Botanic Gardens and, more recently, at
Wollongong Botanic Gardens. The group is planning to use some of the ex situ plants for wild
population enhancement and as cultivated plants for educational purposes. Another example of
collaboration within the partnership is work being undertaken for the recently discovered Banksia
vincentia, likely Australia’s rarest Banksia.
The model is based on genuine working relationships with a range of conservation agencies.
Roles and responsibilities are clear and based on skill sets and capacity. From a botanic garden
perspective, the partnership facilitates the sharing of resources and more importantly of not
duplicating effort.
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Tropical Mountain Plant Science and ex situ Conservation Project (TroMPS)
Chris Russell, Executive Director Cranbourne Gardens, described a new conservation consortium,
comprising universities, herbaria and botanic gardens that is aiming to collect and establish ex
situ holdings of 70 threatened plant species endemic to the high mountain peaks of Far North
Queensland. The main concern for these plants relates to climate modelling and the prediction
for the Queensland peaks to become hotter with less reliable rainfall across the year. Given
that these target species quite literally occur nowhere else on Earth, establishing populations in
botanic gardens in ex situ holdings could act as backstop or emergency populations, if indeed wild
populations disappear through changing conditions.
TroMPS is a multi-disciplinary group with
the Australian Tropical Herbarium (ATH)
based at James Cook University, the lead
agency. Other agencies include the Wet
Tropics Management Authority, Western
Yalanji (and other Indigenous groups),
Australian National Botanic Garden, Royal
Botanic Gardens Victoria, Australian Seed
Bank (Sydney), Royal Botanic Garden
and Domain Trust (Sydney), Australian
Rhododendron Society (Victoria), Cairns
Botanic Garden, Brisbane Botanic
Gardens and Earthwatch.
As with previous examples, the various
players in the consortium will bring
different skills and focus to the group.

Participants at the launch of the plant collecting phase of
the project – back, (l to r): Arun Singh Ramesh (JCU), Lydia
Guja (ANBG), Warren Worboys (RBGV), Stuart Worboys
(ATH), Donna Davis (Artist), Karen Sommerville (RBGS),
Gemma Cotterell (RBGV); front, (l to r): Prof. Darren Crayn
(JCU), Peter Bredell (ANBG), Therese Turner (RBGV)

The ATH will be responsible for field
collection, documentation and identifying
target species for inclusion in the program, the ANGB, RBGV and the National Seedbank at
Sydney are the main propagators, holders and distributors of material. It is envisaged that the
collection would be a meta-collection held across numerous botanic gardens in eastern and
southern Australia. It is worth noting that the best climate matched gardens are likely to be the
cluster of cool climate gardens in South East Australia, some thousands of kilometres from the
source. It was pointed out that this approach is akin to captive breeding holdings across the zoo
network, which poses some interesting questions and potential further discussion.
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Plant Trust Australia (and National Collections)
All previous case studies focused on wild plants with conservation significance, broadly referred
to as threatened species. Botanic gardens also play an important role in the conservation of
ornamental collections. The last case study explored this through the activities of Plant Trust
(the current name of the Ornamental Plant Conservation Association of Australia), that was
formed in 1986.
In the mid-1980s there was a growing concern about the trend away from diversity of nursery
stock available for both private and public gardens. It was apparent that horticulture was losing
potentially important plant cultivars and varieties. Plant Trust was modelled on the United
Kingdom National Council for the Conservation of Plants and Gardens which currently has over
650 registered collections and a membership of thousands.
In Australia there are around 60 national collections which are mostly held by private
collectors, although there are a small number in botanic gardens and public gardens such as
Tuberous Begonias – Ballarat Botanical Gardens, Dryland Eucalyptus – Melton Botanic Gardens,
Telopea – Karwarra Gardens, Kalorama Victoria.
For regional botanic gardens with modest resources, access to plant material to establish new
collections is often cited as a major barrier. Plant Trust are interested in exploring the duplication
of existing private collections in botanic gardens and are encouraging botanic gardens to register
existing collections as national collections. https://planttrust.org.au

Group discussion and workshop
There were 30 participants at the workshop who broke into groups to discuss four
workshop prompts:
• Is there an appetite to explore further collaborative conservation projects within BGANZ
regional group/s?
• What model/s would best fit the needs of the groups?
• What are some of the perceived obstacles for multi-site conservation programs?
• Is there a role for BGANZ Council in supporting collaborative conservation programs?
Some of the reflections emerging from the group discussions are outlined below.
Overwhelmingly, a strong desire to continue to explore conservation collaborations and
multi‑agency programs was identified and indeed, it was pleasing to note that there is already
significant work happening in this space.
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A diversity of approaches
It was noted that the numerous approaches (or models) discussed in the case studies had
significant differences in their methodologies and potential conservation outcomes; that
is, programs with strong display and interpretation focus versus programs with a focus on
translocation and plant reintroductions; diverse multi-agency programs versus programs with a
single lead; pragmatic plant selection versus prioritised selection based on conservation need;
strong focus on local conservation initiatives versus ‘assisted migration’ of entire collections to
suitable garden conditions well away from source; programs with strong science and ecological
reference points versus horticultural approaches; jump in and do something versus formulating
agreements and policies.
What resonated with the groups was the strength in diversity, which was apparent with the
various approaches tabled. It was agreed that botanic gardens are players in the broader
conservation network and our skillset is both specialist and required. Specifically, our capacity to
propagate and grow material for a range of purposes including display, distribution, duplication,
translocation, and research.

What resonated with the groups was the strength in diversity,
which was apparent with the various approaches tabled.
Programs where the scope and complexity of the project commensurate with the garden’s
capacity resonated particularly with regional gardens. It was agreed that it is completely
legitimate for some gardens just to display, while others might go to the level of return to the
wild/seed orchards. There was discussion around a two- (or three-) tiered approach or a staged
approach, where one leads to the other.
Plant records
There was a strong desire to find out what threatened species are currently in holdings across
Australia and New Zealand (with provenance data). Noting this was consistent with the aims of
the Botanic Gardens Collections and Records Management Group (BCARM) project and BGCI’s
desire to gain current and accurate information on Australasian collections.
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Metacollections
The development of co-ordinated metacollections (rather than isolated holdings) was clearly
supported as a logical direction for botanic gardens to take into the future. The BGCI definition
of a metacollection is:
The combined holdings of a group of collections. For gardens, metacollections
are envisioned as common resources held by separate institutions but stewarded
collaboratively for research and conservation purposes. Networking multiple collections
into a metacollection increases potential coverage within a group, allows better access to
greater diversity, dilutes risk of loss, and can reduce maintenance costs.
BGANZ’s role
It was broadly agreed that there is a role for BGANZ in facilitating and supporting the
development of metacollections. This could potentially be facilitated through establishing a
BCARM conservation working group. There was some talk of the development of a conservation
toolkit or an update to the existing BGANZ collections management toolkit, which will be
explored. National collections and investigating opportunities with Plant Trust (in Australia)
on registering botanic gardens collections was again supported as something for BGANZ to
explore with the Plant Trust committee.
Opportunities for regional groups to support a more coordinated approach were discussed with
an agreed action for workshop facilitators to approach each BGANZ regional group convenor
and encourage regional group discussions around the metacollection concept. Arising from the
workshop, New Zealand has already identified several actions and next steps.
Thanks to all the participants for attending what was a lively and hopefully fruitful workshop!
* Presented at the 9th BGANZ Congress
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It is 50 years since some of the land where the Gold Coast Regional
Botanic Gardens is located was gifted to the City of Gold Coast in 1969
by John and Essie Rosser. The home, built in 1922, the home block and
associated garden remained with the family until several years ago.
Kate reflects on its history and efforts to restore the Rosser garden.

One of Australia’s newer
botanic gardens has a
heritage gem at its heart
Kate Heffernan, The Rosser Garden

Most people associate the Gold Coast with its tourism image and are unaware that the city has
a significant history dating back to the cedar getters of the mid-19th century. The Gold Coast
Regional Botanic Gardens (Rosser Park) is located at Benowa, four kilometres from Surfers Paradise.
Benowa’s history began with cotton farming along the alluvial floodplains of Nerang River, on land
directly opposite the botanic gardens. Cotton proved unsuccessful, and was followed by sugar cane
farming introduced by Scottish-born Robert Muir in 1866 on a 455 hectare allotment. It included
the 36 hectare site of the botanic gardens.
Muir, the sugarcane and associated mill have an interesting history of their own, but immediately
post World War One sugar cane became unviable and the land was subdivided into 23 allotments
as the Parberry Estate. Small holdings included dairy farms, maize and corn, and vegetable
production. Some of these allotments are now part of the botanic gardens.
John and Essie Rosser purchased Lot 19A, approximately three hectares on the well grassed ridge,
scattered with several remnant eucalypts, as well as trees planted around the original Muir home
during the late 1860s and 1870s. Muir’s house was no longer standing.
Several trees planted by Muir remain, and together with other mature trees in the Rosser
Garden and Orchard, were initially assessed by Diploma of Horticulture students from
Gold Coast TAFE. The students interviewed John and Essie’s daughter Gene Rosser in 2000.
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It was a surprise for students,
and for me in my teaching
role, to discover Kauri
Pine Agathis robusta,
Frangipani Plumeria
acutifolia, Bunya Pine
Araucaria bidwillii, Swamp
Cypress Taxodium distichum,
Hoop Pine Araucaria
cunninghamiana and two
massive mango trees
Mangifera indica, all of
which were then around one
hundred and forty years old.

Significant trees in Rosser Family Garden. Watercolour by
Nick Walford-Smith

The Rosser’s built a home
on the land and made
extensions through the 1930s
and 40s. Together with the
garden, the house was listed
on the Gold Coast Local
Heritage Register (GCLHR).
The associated citations were
based on the properties
importance in demonstrating
the evolution or pattern of
Gold Coast’s history. Extracts
from the comments include:
• ‘….the gardens include

Remnant eucalypts on lagoon
Photo: Kate Heffernan

Kauri Pine planted by Robert Muir
c. 1860s Photo: Kate Heffernan

examples of significant
mature trees’
• ‘Both the house and garden were designed to take advantage of the views over the floodplain
and the hinterland. Today, the house with its secluded and picturesque mature garden setting
and with its important view-lines, has aesthetic significance.’
• ‘The place has a special association with John and Essie Rosser who made a notable
contribution to the Gold Coast city through their generous donation of a significant parcel of
land for environmental purposes.’
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John and Essie Rosser donated 2.7 hectares of their land, retaining a small portion surrounding
the house where they remained living. Their desire was to ensure the land retained its rural
character, and not be developed. In 1987 John was interviewed by the Gold Coast Bulletin one
year prior to his death at 95. He observed ‘We’re country people...none of us want to see our
land lose its identity.’
John established an orchard after constructing terraces along the slope. It was planted with
various fruit trees, including Mango and Macadamia. These terraces remain and are within the
curtilage of the original donation. John was an apiarist
with bee hives in various hinterland locations. He produced
honey on the home allotment, selling it locally and in bulk
to Brisbane markets. The family were largely self‑supporting
with dairy cows and large vegetable gardens.

‘We’re country people...none of us
want to see our land lose its identity.’
Essie was the gardener and as a keen photographer kept
a record of garden and family. These photographs and
their daughter Gene Rosser’s memories have assisted
two detailed investigations into the Rosser period
garden history.
The overall garden is divided into five distinct periods:
• Muir’s from late 1860s to 1920
• John and Essie Rosser’s from 1924 to1988
• Gene Rosser’s from 1988 to 2010
• City of Gold Coast and Gene Rosser 2010 to present.

John Rosser planting a tree.
Photo courtesy of Gene Rosser

In 2010, I completed a detailed inventory and pictorial file of features, including garden items,
trees, shrubs, perennials, ferns, bromeliads and orchids. The Rosser Garden Report was completed
in March 2011. It influenced the GCLHR listing.
The report also led to the commencement of garden a restoration following the previous purchase
of the remaining house and land from Gene by City of Gold Coast Council in 2009.
Widening of Ashmore Road in 1994 had resulted in a new entrance on the busy arterial road.
Council subsequently planted a dense hedge of Red Powder Puff Calliandra haematocephala
and Indian Hawthorn Raphiolepis indica as a screen. Both eventually became an impenetrable
and uncontrollable thicket covered with Madeira Vine Andredera cordifolia, a weed of national
significance and Cats Claw creeper Dolichandra unguis-cati, restricted under the Biodiversity Act 1994.
These were the first removals during the restoration and renovation that commenced in 2011.
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The earlier entrance led to the front door
of the house. A long straight lawn axis
remains evident today, although entry is now
from busy Ashmore Road. It is hoped that
eventually visitors to the garden can again
enter along or close to the original grass
path. A timber arch at the gate displayed a
crimson Bougainvillea, now reaching high into
adjoining trees. All that remains of the arch is
a timber post.
Essie grew up on a farm. She propagated and

Front entrance and garden path 1933 showing
Essie Rosser with the children. Photo courtesy of
Gene Rosser

planted cuttings shared by others, as well
as collecting seeds from both annuals and
perennials. Plants were also supplied from her
sister, a keen traveller and plant enthusiast,
and one brother, a keen gardener who
exhibited successfully at local shows.
John’s background was English, and he spent
time overseas during World War One. He
read widely on many topics, and his library
remains in the house. Gene describes him as a
thoughtful man who determined the best site

Essie Rosser on the garden path in 1970.
Photo courtesy of Gene Rosser

for the house by standing on piles of boxes to
achieve the ideal aspect. The result is a house
where every room has a view to the garden,
and several windows looked out to the alluvial
flood plains and hinterland beyond.
Other garden beds retain their curved form
and once bordered by shrubs, perennials
and flowering annuals they are now shaded
by trees in many areas. Planting themes
consistent with the period have replaced
some earlier plantings which were extensive.

Annuals and flowering shrubs along garden path
1976. Photo: Essie Rosser

The 2011 Garden Report listed 53 species
of trees, 85 shrubs and bulbs, and a further 140 vines, palms, ferns, bromeliads and annuals.
This included species from Gene’s garden activities from the 1980s which are primarily located in
only a couple of the 18 garden beds.
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Most of Essie’s plants are either species or old hybrids and replacing some has been challenging.
For instance, due to their deterioration it was impossible to identify the cultivars of some Camelia
Camellia japonica, necessitating a search through old Camellia catalogues for cultivars predating
the 1930s. Replacements had to be sourced from Victoria, and now staff and volunteers continue
to seek out replacements for a number of other plant species no longer common in Queensland.
Visits have been limited to special groups such as Australian Institute of Horticulture and
Australian Garden History Society. Although work is ongoing, finally in September it was both
safe enough and visually ready for a trial guided visit by a small group of Friends. A Conservation
Management Plan prepared in 2016 by Landscape Architect Catherine Broewer recommended
small groups of up to 12 guests to avoid
possible damage. The report also investigated
and prioritised work for each garden bed.
The visit commenced with a presentation at the
Friends Centre, discussing the context of the
Rosser Garden in Queensland’s garden history
followed by an hour-long walk and morning tea
under the Swamp Cypress and Mango.
The Rosser House and Garden is a substantial
asset for the City of Gold Coast. In terms of
its relationship with the botanic gardens it is
especially important, for its trees and its garden,
and its links to the Rosser family and the early
history of Benowa. It is fitting that the land
donated by John and Essie forms part of the

Division of garden into management zones;
Rosser’s House Conservation Management Plan
2016, Catherine Brouwer Landscape Architects.

botanic gardens, providing due recognition of
their commitment to the environment.
Authors Note: I have extended my earlier
research of the Rosser Garden into the period
of Robert Muir and his association with Michael
and William Guilfoyle. I look forward to sharing
these details later this year in a book on Gold
Coast Regional Botanic Gardens.
Images extracted from Rosser House garden
report Kate Heffernan 2011 reproduced from
photographs courtesy Gene Rosser.
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Morning tea following presentation and walk.
Gene Rosser at head of table. Photo: Rana Baguley
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Wellington Botanic Garden:
full circle to the future 1869–2019*
David Sole, Manager, Wellington Gardens*

In an infant colony 12,000 miles from the old country, Wellington was just discovering its
European self. By the mid-1860s Taranaki Whanui ki Upoko o Te Ika had been displaced from
ki Paekākā (the traditional area of the city area in which the botanic garden is located), the
gold rush was on in the South Island, there was an agricultural boom, and, despite the Treaty
of Waitangi, land was being grabbed by fair means and foul. In a wider context Europe was
going through an unprecedented period of revolutions, the British Empire was at its zenith and
Australia while having its own difficulties, was already establishing significant botanic gardens.
From this emerged the Wellington
Botanic Garden. Originally
designated in the 1839 presettlement plans for the city, it was
a luxury which the early settlers
could contemplate but not afford.
As can be observed when flying in,
Wellington was and isn’t the verdant
plain portrayed by the voracious
New Zealand Company.
Finally in 1869, 150 years ago,
the bill ‘An Act to Establish and
Regulate an Institution called the
Botanic Garden of Wellington’ was

A new settlement…or was it? Pipitea pa whose origins predate
European settlement. Photo: Wellington City Libraries

passed and the first crown grant was
handed to the Governors of the New Zealand Institute for the management and development of
the garden. This meant that after the Domains Act 1868 which made it possible to evict squatters,
prohibit grazing and prevent further felling of the forest and begin fencing, formal planting and
planning started to get underway.
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The Government, concerned about the lack of diversity in the economy, rapid removal of the
forest cover and available timber and recognising the country was too dependent on the few
staples of timber, gold, grains wool and tallow directed the garden’s first Director, Sir James
Hector, to conduct economic trials – the only public garden in New Zealand to have this mandate.
These trials included 127 species of conifers, mulberry, sugar beet, olives, flax (Phormium species)
and sorghum. Of the conifers, Pinus radiata growing in conditions similar to their native habitats,
thrived and became the core of New Zealand’s timber industry.
In 1885 Hector established a
teaching garden to demonstrate
the amenity value and beauty of
native plants. It was also to show an
increasing flow of migrants into the
city – many were from the industrial
‘black’ towns of the United
Kingdom, who had lost touch
with nature – how to grow plants
for food and for pleasure. It is
something of an irony that today
the new ‘black’ is growing plants for
food in an urban environment!

Wellington Botanic Garden viewed from west to east –
probably from North Terrance.
Painting by C Barraud. Source: Shepherd and Cook 1988

In 1885 Hector
established a
teaching garden
to demonstrate
the amenity value
and beauty of
native plants.
In 1876 the Wesleyan Reserve
immediately adjacent to the
botanic garden and where the
kumutoto cultivations had once
been, was added bringing the
total area to 80 acres, 14 acres of

Wellington Botanic Garden Teaching Garden circa 1895.
Source: Shepherd and Cook 1988

which subsequently acquired by
government for defence purposes
ahead of the Russian scare. Interestingly throughout, and as part of its reason for creation within
the Town Belt, the garden has always been recognised for its role in the health and wellbeing in
the community – its ability to soak up ‘evil miasmas’.
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As with gardens around the world and their avid plant collecting staffs and supporters, they
brought the good and the bad in plants from the old country – and from exciting new civilisations
as travel became easier and more reliable. Botanic gardens, in part unfairly, later came to bear
the brunt of opprobrium as the great introducers of weeds to this country, which today which has
around 2400 native vascular species and over 25,000 introduced species of plants.
Hector’s trial pines planted in 1875 were showing promising growth and there were continuing
distributions of seed and seedlings to public parks and private gardens around the country.
DNA testing in 2005 suggested that a number of the trees grown in the botanic garden were key
parents to New Zealand’s forestry industry, with seedlings grown from them found in every seed
orchard in the country up until the development of tissue culture propagation.
The 1880s saw the country decline into a long depression after agriculturists had depleted the
fragile fertility of the soils and production fell. Refrigerated transport was in the earliest phases of
its development and still unreliable, and the emerging government had other priorities to address.
At the same time the worldwide financial crash was hitting the colonial economies particularly hard
with plummeting commodity prices.
Against this background The Wellington Botanic Garden Vesting Act was passed in 1891.
Government withdrew the crown grant and passed the garden over to the Wellington City Council
to fund and manage.
The highly modified, areas of native bush had hedges of karaka and laurel planted to protect the
decimated remnants. European weeds were becoming established especially gorse and blackberry.
Possums, rats, mice and mustelids were wreaking havoc on the plants and the native animals.
With the successful nationwide distribution of seed, the creation of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research the botanic garden’s research role rapidly became redundant. The garden
continued to grow trees and distribute
them, as seedlings or as seed. To this
day plants distributed from the garden
can be found around the country from
Invercargill to Auckland.
But by 1905, the garden slowly but
surely, and like many other second
and third tier gardens across the
Commonwealth, was increasingly
taking on a glorified park status
rather than functioning as true
botanic garden.
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Wellington Botanic Garden – William Bramley Way circa 1905.
Source: Shepherd W., Wellington’s Heritage: Plants Garden
and Landscapes
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For the next 60 years it continued in this vein with slow but steady development of its horticultural
displays and its infrastructure.
Emerging from two world wars and the Great Depression of the 20s and 30s the country’s new
found prosperity was increasingly reflected in the garden with grand floral displays, relocation and
creation of the Italianate rose garden and construction of the Begonia House. The tree framework
was extended with more flowering species of high ornamental value. The Rock Gardens were
created and amongst others, the ubiquitous dwarf conifer collection established.
By the early 1970s this was beginning to wane. Increasing awareness of the importance of native
plants, their use in ornamental plantings, the oil crises and again dropping commodity prices were
harbingers to the significant reductions to, but not quite the end, of these great displays.
Events started to become part of everyday
life of the garden. Beyond the annual tulip
display and the Sunday recitals of the local
brass or pipe bands, Summer City emerged
in the late 1980s as the premier summer
programme. Primarily based at the botanic
barden it was a month long festival of
dance, drama, music, food, activities for
children and outdoor movies.
The scale and duration was a challenge
and could even have been described as an
abomination by many of the staff who saw
the emphasis moving away from plants and

Summer City – Gardens Magic.
Photo: Wellington City Council

the quality of the garden experience, to a
becoming a ‘fairground’. It got people of all
ages into the garden and it should always
be remembered that it was held against

The garden component of
Summer City continues to
today as Gardens Magic.

a background of plants and within the
embrace of the tree framework. It brought
families and friends into the garden in ways and with a regularity that was almost unprecedented.
The garden component of Summer City continues to today as Gardens Magic, with the
accompanying light show attracting anywhere from 500 to 5000 people to the garden in an evening.
In 1991, with the 100th anniversary of the Botanic Garden Vesting Act, the World Wildlife Fund
(WWF) partnered with Wellington City Council to build the Treehouse Education and Environment
Centre. For the first time the garden had a dedicated administrative base and more importantly an
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education resource to support structured and curriculum-based learning. Delivered by WWF
it had a strong focus on native flora and fauna but little or no attention to exotic species and
people’s dependence on plants.
For the botanic garden it also signalled a shift back towards being a true botanic garden.
From 1992, collections policies were established, incredibly as it seems now, we finally began
to formally document the collections rather than collect folders of receipts and invoices: master
planning was under way, management plans were being written, and through interpretation,
we began telling the stories of the garden and its plants.
The 1990s saw the funder/provider model sweep through New Zealand’s local authorities,
which brought the renewals and upgrade programmes into a competitive bidding environment.
It virtually paralysed the capital renewals and garden for the 1990s and finally, the Local
Government Act 2002 requiring 10 year asset management planning cycles gave more financial
security and surety in managing the gardens. It also saw the clustering of Wellington Botanic
Garden, Otari Wiltons Bush, Bolton Street Cemetery and Truby King into one operating unit.
Following on from a significant shift in the Management Plan in 2014, a staff restructure
in 2015 and construction of the Discovery Garden Te Kaapuia O Te Waoku in 2017, the
garden had swung back to its origins in science and education about plants. Where
possible and appropriate its guiding principles reflect the targets of the Global Strategy for
Plant Conservation.
The Discovery Garden created a learning environment in which children and families could
relate plants to their world and to inspire children to become advocates for the new urban
ecology and sustainable living. As reflected in a comment from a child after the opening of the
Discovery Garden – ‘ I can’t believe it, you
made this just for us!’1 – showed we had
hit the mark.
Today we hold or host four to five major
events every year; visitor experiences are
starting to drive the garden and revenue
generation through retail sales, facility
hire, leases and licences. It has become
a business with business accountabilities.
But at the core of it remains the plants,
the sense of place and its 200,000 owners
– the residents of Wellington.
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Wellington Botanic Garden Discovery Garden Te
Kaapuia O Te Waoku. Photo: David Sole

Personal Comment from Wellington Botanic Garden visitors book
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Today we hold or host four to five major events every year;
visitor experiences are starting to drive the garden and revenue
generation through retail sales, facility hire, leases and licences.
Regardless of the apparent driver for the garden its plants remain at the core of our business.
Our current and fourth collection review aligns more closely with our guiding principles – how we
use our plants to tell stories that matter, are relatable and reflect on conservation, sustainability
and wellbeing; to use plants to engage without preaching …back to where we started 150 years
ago. We will increasingly become the kaitiaki for collections of species that are taonga for the
Taranaki whanui – species with which they have a deep relationship and, like other indigenous
peoples, the very special and specific knowledge that they have of plants.
From motivating and inspiring people, the challenge for us now is how we genuinely address
and understand our role beyond lip service, towards global conservation. For its sister garden
Otari Native Botanic Garden this is reasonably straight forward with its pure and applied focus
on native plants and having around 35 per cent of New Zealand’s threatened terrestrial vascular
plant species represented in its collections. Wellington Botanic Garden now needs to focus on
education and knowledge, the origins of the plants we depend on and their traditional cultural
origins to create a platform for the next 150 years.
Of course every garden doesn’t have to do this on its own and it is the collective of gardens,
their resources and their people, regionally, nationally and internationally which offers such rich
knowledge the opportunity to genuinely engage with plants, the benefits we gain from them
and deliver our conservation outcomes,
Ultimately, regardless of the purpose – past, present and future – it is always about the plants!
*As presented at 9th BGANZ Congress; note: since presenting this article in his capacity as
Manager, Wellington Botanic Garden, David has taken up a new role as Project Manager,
Te Motu Kairangi Reserve, Wellington City Council
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The growth of Seasol
Seasol loves beautiful gardens. We also recognise the important role that Botanic Gardens
all over the world play in the conservation of plants through biodiversity research, studying
habitats and initiatives to help protect rare and threatened species. So we are excited to
officially announce our new partnership with Botanic Gardens Australia & New Zealand.
Seasol has been on a mission
for over 40 years to help people
improve the way they grow.
With a long history of innovation
and quality, Seasol is committed
to helping gardeners in the
home garden and growers in
the horticultural and agricultural
arena to get the best result for
their efforts, even in the tough
conditions we face today.
At Seasol, we believe everyone
should have the opportunity to

Robyn Stewart, Seasol, presents Honour Roll membership
to Alan Matchett, Dunedin Botanic Gardens.
Photo: Helen McHugh (BGANZ Council)

enjoy some kind of garden, grow
their own food and to do it naturally. We want every child to get their hands dirty as they
discover that tomatoes don’t grow in the supermarket. And we want people to feel confident
that they can create a beautiful garden in the wet, the dry and everything in between.
Our range of innovative, environmentally friendly fertilisers and natural plant tonics have been
designed to keep every garden big and small, green and beautiful in challenging conditions.
In the horticultural and agricultural arena, our products have been trialled and tested in fields
by farmers, orchardists and commercial growers who have been using our products for more
than 40 years.
We’re proud to be still manufacturing Seasol in Tasmania where we started. In fact all of our
manufacturing is done in Australia, from our packaging to our nozzles. We pride ourselves on
our commitment to quality and to taking an innovative approach.
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Seasol started as a small Tasmania based seaweed company, invented in 1974 by Ralph
Bayer. The company manufactured and sold the product called Seasol, a plant health tonic
and soil conditioner made from King Island bull kelp (Durvillaea potatorum) sustainably
from storm‑cast material collected from remote Southern Ocean shores of Tasmania and
King Island.
Ralph identified the amazing benefits in King Island bull kelp through the cattle that would go
down onto the beach and graze on it. He saw the amazing benefits to their health and shiny
coats and wondered about the benefits to the plants. Being a chemist he set about creating a
plant tonic that would improve the quality and growth in plants.

Ralph identified the amazing benefits in King Island bull kelp ...
being a chemist he set about creating a plant tonic that would
improve the quality and growth in plants.
The Seasol product, although not widely recognised at that time generated significant local
interest among farmers and commercial growers, who saw improved growth and quality in
their crops when Seasol was applied.
Ten years later, intrigued by the benefits of Seasol and its future potential, entrepreneur
Eric Haynes purchased the company. Eric quickly recognised the product’s potential and in
the years that followed Seasol was developed for commercial horticulture. It was during this
time that it proved its value as a superior plant tonic.
Results in the field continued to show that Seasol improved the quality and performance of
yields, reduced plant stress and resulted in tougher, healthier plants. Although R&D funds
were limited, trials and anecdotal evidence from all over Australia and indeed many parts
of the world, confirmed that this magical seaweed had properties that science was yet to
properly identify.
Eventually, Eric and his daughter, Lisa Boyd took over the product’s distribution. It was
re‑packaged for the home garden in the 1990s and with the support of the horticultural and
agricultural experts, its sales and popularity among home gardeners grew rapidly.
As a result of Seasol’s capacity to help protect plants against hot, dry conditions and its
astonishing ability to stimulate root growth, it quickly became the top selling liquid garden
treatment in Australia. Such positive results paved the way for the launch of a new Seasol
home garden range and Seasol’s commercial farming continued to grow and thrive.
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With a background in health and nutrition, Lisa’s vision was to change the way we grow our
food. Seasol, a natural product – an Australian Organic Registered Garden and Farming
Product (Allowed Input 10767AI), that assists plants to access the nutrients bound up in good
soil. Trials over the past few years, have proven that Seasol has a staggering impact on the
root growth alone (https://youtu.be/OaesYk-kntU). Drought stress trials (https://youtu.be/
zUUKx_B82_4) have also shown that Seasol treated plants not only deal with drought stress
better, they also recovered better.
These days, Seasol is a household name and the catchphrase, “Don’t Forget the Seasol”, is
ingrained in the minds of gardener’s around the country. Sadly, Eric Haynes passed away on
18th of December 2017, but he saw his dream come true and that little product invented in
Tasmania is now the number one liquid “fertiliser” product on the Australian market.
Seasol is still 100 per cent Australian made and owned and organically certified. The company
employs more than 60 people and is the only seaweed company on the retail market that
takes its product from harvest to manufacture.

Seasol is still 100 per cent Australian made and owned
and organically certified.
Seasol’s range of home garden products has expanded into the granular market with the
introduction of PowerFeed with Troforte microbe technology in 2015, along with PowerFeed
LawnFeed and PowerFeed Controlled Release Plant Food in 2017. These products are
boosted with seaweed and beneficial microbes which improves the soil structure and aids
nutrient uptake by the plants.
The commercial arm of the business continues to thrive and with significant resources going
into R&D. Seasol is proud to be associated with some of the biggest farms and commercial
growers in the country. Seasol’s commercial farming range has continued to expand with the
addition of PastureMasta, Humate plus, Seasol plus Iron and our own patented Seasol plus
Calcium along with several blended products, designed for farmers and commercial growers
to increase yields and improve growth and performance in their crops and pastures.
Seasol is looking forward to continuing to work with the home and professional gardeners,
and growers in the horticultural and agricultural arenas to improve their soil and growing
media for years to come. For gardening tips and more information visit seasol.com.au
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BCARM – BGANZ Collections
and Records Management
We Need You!
John Sandham, BGANZ BCARM Convenor

At the recent 9th BGANZ Congress in Wellington the initial meeting of BCARM took
place. Eighteen people attended this meeting and welcomed the formation of this BGANZ
Working Group. One of the decisions was to have a smaller ‘Lead Group’ to coordinate and
drive discussion. This group however wants to be connected to the wider knowledge and
wisdom associated with every BGANZ member garden. Hence we need you to be involved.
Please contact me on the contact details below so you can have the latest news of how the
working group is progressing. We are also going to post our news on the BGANZ website so
look out for us there also.
So you can have a better understanding of what we are about, please read on.

Our Vision:
We believe that plant records and their development are not a business on their own. They
are there to support all living collections and their long term development. It is believed that
plant record officers can still be part of this working group but be joined and supported but the
curatorial managers within each garden to give actual context to the plant records themselves.

Communication – consultation conduit to various networks:
The working group will not only address the actual plant data of each garden but use the group
to understand the stresses being incurred by our living collections by various pressures. These
pressures will include resources and the required funding. We will also address the effects of
climate change and the new pests and diseases that will surely come. We will also support the
need for collective action across all BGANZ gardens to ensure the development of appropriate
strategies to ensure the security of the living collections.
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The working group will supply:
• Support across all BGANZ gardens
• Security around collections and their long term survival
• Duplications for security
• Standardisation of collection thematics
• Research & Development networks around
• Pest and disease
• Weeds
• Climate change.
So please, if you are in any way interested in this working group or want further clarification on
our business please contact me.
John Sandham
BGANZ BCARM Convenor
john.sandham@sa.gov.au | P 08 8222 9368 | M 0412 440 843
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BGEN
Get involved with
the Botanic Gardens
Engagement Network
Julia Watson, BGEN Convenor
It was fantastic to meet so many people
at the recent BGANZ congress from
across Australia and New Zealand who are
involved in engagement work in botanic
gardens. Multiple presentations showcased
world‑class visitor engagement projects
that have been undertaken across gardens,

BGEN members enjoy dinner together at the congress.

and a wealth of idea sharing (and problem
solving) took place throughout the week. It was uplifting to see the fabulous work that is taking
place, and for like-minded people in our industry to get together to share ideas and resources.
BGEN also hosted a social dinner at the conference that was a great networking opportunity
and well enjoyed.
BGEN is open to all BGANZ members and we’d love to keep in touch with you right across the
BGANZ network.
Here’s how you can get involved with BGEN and stay in touch with others doing the same work
as you:
• Get to know your (nearest) local BGEN committee member – we currently have five
committee members in Australia and NZ. You can find our contact details on the BGANZ
website and get in touch.
• Contribute to the BGEN blog - we’d love to showcase the fantastic work you’re doing.
Simply email a short blog post with a photo to me and I will publish it to the BGEN
blog. (Remember to include your full name and position so I can include it in the post.)
The content can be as simple as a photo with a caption or an event flyer with a short
description. The blog is for everyone and the aim is for us to share ideas, resources and
inspiration across the network.
• Let us know what you need from BGEN. How can we help? What resources or training would
be useful for you? All feedback and ideas welcome.
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• Skills directory– a repeated request I’ve received is for a list of who is doing what type of work
across the BGEN/BGANZ network, what their areas of expertise are and their contact details.
This is so that you can know who to get in touch with to ask questions and get advice on
projects you’re involved with. I will set this up in the near future.
If you would like to be added to our BGEN email list for keeping in touch, hearing about
new ideas and sharing resources or if you’d like to join our skills directory please email
julia.watson@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
And finally, if you’d like to learn more about who BGEN is and what BGEN does, have a look at
the BGEN section of the BGANZ website.

BGCI
Latest news from Botanic Gardens Conservation International

Brian Lainoff, Head of Membership Strategy and
Services, BGCI
Over the past year, BGCI has initiated new programs, produced some great publications, and
introduced new membership benefits. We are glad to share some these with you!

The BGCI Accreditation Scheme
The BGCI Botanic Garden Accreditation is aimed at botanical institutions wishing to establish
their credentials as botanic gardens. Organisations applying for accreditation will be assessed
on criteria encompassing leadership, collections management, horticulture, public education,
community/cultural activities, conservation actions, scientific research, staff, networking and
sustainability.
The BGCI Conservation Practitioner Accreditation recognises botanic gardens with a
conservation-oriented approach. Advanced Conservation Practitioner Accreditation
recognises botanic gardens with a focus on conservation actions that support local, national or
global conservation goals.
To date, more than 50 botanic gardens globally have received BGCI Accreditation. Learn more
here: https://www.bgci.org/accreditation.
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The Global Botanic Garden Fund
The Global Botanic Garden Fund is a new fund aimed at driving plant conservation in
botanic gardens. Grants of USD 1,000-2,500 are available to BGCI members to support plant
conservation practices, plant conservation policy and education, infrastructure development,
training for plant conservation, international partnerships, and mentoring botanic gardens in
efforts to achieve success through BGCI’s Botanic Garden Accreditation Scheme.
In the first year of BGCI’s Global Botanic Garden Fund, we received 72 applications from 64
different institutions and 39 countries. This year the Global Botanic Garden Fund will distribute
17 grants totaling more than $33,000. BGCI will announce a call for applications for the 2020
Global Botanic Garden fund in early 2020. Learn more here: https://www.bgci.org/our-work/
services-for-botanic-gardens/global-botanic-garden-fund/.

BGCI’s PlantSnap Initiative
BGCI has partnered with PlantSnap on the creation of possibly the most comprehensive
database of plant photos and geolocational data in the world! BGCI has partnered with
PlantSnap so that our member gardens can offer the app to their visitors. Let’s empower garden
visitors worldwide to become citizen scientists in their own communities.
Benefits of participating in the initiative include: giving visitors an interactive experience,
understanding how people use your garden, helping more people discover your garden,
showing people that interacting with nature can be fun, collecting photos of your plants taken
by visitors, understanding more about your visitors, and supporting conservation initiatives
worldwide.
As a partner in BGCI’s PlantSnap Initiative, your main role is to actively promote the app to
your members and visitors and encourage them to make use of the educational and scientific
benefits of diving deep into the importance of plant conservation through PlantSnap. BGCI
and PlantSnap will provide a customisable set of marketing content to support your efforts,
but ultimately it will be up to you to entice visitors to download the app. Learn more here:
https://www.bgci.org/plantsnap.
Visit www.bgci.org to learn more about the work BGCI!
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Australian Seed Bank
Partnership – plants for
the future
Damian Wrigley, National Coordinator, Australian Seed Bank Partnership
Seed banks play a critical role in ensuring the conservation of native flora through the
sustainable harvest and storage of seed and other germplasm. Seed banks also support and
foster scientific expertise, contributing to broader conservation outcomes. Ultimately, global
food security and life on earth depends on our collective ability to conserve and reproduce
native and domesticated species for conservation, food, fibre and cultural practices.
Seed banks continually strive to deliver sustainable seed conservation that can provide botanic
gardens and the plant conservation community with a variety of solutions to species loss.
Ex situ seed conservation and other germplasm capture can ensure that plant genetic diversity
is available for future research and restoration. The scientific community often discover seeds
from the past that retained their viability. With great skill and expertise some of these seeds
have been germinated, providing invaluable knowledge about the genetic diversity of otherwise
extinct species, as was the case with the worlds’ oldest documented seed that germinated after
2,000 years (Sallon et. al., 2008). Stories like these can prove inspirational and help to illustrate
that by supporting seed banking facilities and the scientists that run them can help Australia’s
native species become plants of the future.
We must continually strive to improve the work we do. Critical discussions on scientific advances
are crucial to ensure ongoing achievements across various sectors including plant conservation,
integrated conservation management, agricultural cropping, cultural seed banking and
landscape restoration. Significant advances over many years have been achieved in the ex situ
conservation space, however ongoing research will ensure seed banks continue to provide
viable alternatives for those species unable to withstand orthodox seed conservation techniques
(Wyse, 2018). Likewise the collection and use of culturally important species is an important
topic where ongoing dialogue between seed banks and indigenous peoples can help improve
approaches to seed collection and the storage and use of traditional knowledge (Sutherland &
Shepheard, 2017).
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Ongoing research and collaboration across institutions and communities is vital to ensuring that
our precious time, expertise and resources are used strategically to save native flora for the
benefit of future generations.

Australasian Seed Science Conference 5–9 April 2020
To support an ethos of continual improvement, the Australian Seed Bank Partnership invites
BGANZ members to join us in Canberra for the Australasian Seed Science Conference 2020.
Up to 200 delegates will have the opportunity to meet and share ideas focusing on the
importance of seed science to the future of plant conservation, food security and cultural seed
use. Australian and international delegates with interests covering seed science, agriculture,
conservation and restoration and cultural seed banking are invited to submit an abstract through
the conference website: https://seedscience2020.com.au

International Keynote Speaker – Dr Si-Chong Chen
We are thrilled that Dr Si-Chong Chen has accepted our invitation to deliver the Keynote
address at next year’s conference. Dr Chen is an ecologist working on the macroecological
patterns in seed ecology at the Millennium Seed Bank of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
Dr Chen received her PhD from the University of New South Wales before completing a
postdoctoral fellowship at the Ben‑Gurion University of the Negec, Israel. Dr-Chen has the
ambitious aim of narrowing data gaps and enhancing the integration of replicated studies at
a macro-ecological scale. Dr Chen will present her research on latitudinal gradients in seed
predation, seed defence and seed dispersal.
Other national and international experts will be invited to speak on dormancy and germination;
seed storage, conservation, and utilisation; establishment and management of seed
conservation facilities; seed ecology and cultural seed banking. Various workshops will be also
be delivered that will cover the basics of undertaking seed banking; advanced seed banking
techniques such as cryopreservation; and considerations for seed data design and analysis.
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Conference themes
The conference will be delivered across four themes:
Seed biology – Unlocking the challenges of germination, dormancy and seed ecology
in a changing world.
Seed sourcing and end use – Considering genetic diversity, restoration and
translocations as well as sector specific approaches to seed conservation and use.
Seed and gene bank management – The ins and outs of managing ex situ seed banks
and gene banks and the methods for maximising seed quality and longevity.
Seeds in culture and society – Sharing stories and learning about cultural seed
use, including collaborations between traditional use and ex situ seed banks and
gene banks.

Who is the Australian Seed Bank Partnership?
The Australian Seed Bank Partnership was established by the Council of Heads of Australian
Botanic Gardens to focus on seed science and seed banking primarily at a national level.
The Partnership includes seed banks in botanic gardens and government institutions as well
as flora-focussed organisations working with seed to save our native species. Our aim is to
conserve Australia’s native plant diversity through collaborative and sustainable seed collecting,
banking, research and knowledge sharing.
In 2016 we held a very successful National Seed Science Forum at the Australian Botanic
Gardens, Mt Annan. Since then we have received overwhelming support from researchers and
practitioners to hold another seed science forum to help them keep up-to-date with advances
throughout the sectors that work in and rely on seed science. In recognition of the expanding
interest in seed science throughout the region, the Australian Seed Bank Partnership is
rebranding the Australian Seed Science Forum as the Australasian Seed Science Conference and
is encouraging delegates from across the region to join us for an exciting week of seed science.
We hope that this conference can provide a forum for the seed science community to share their
knowledge, strengthen existing partnerships and encourage new collaborations that support
seed conservation.
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Thank you to our sponsors and partners
The Australasian Seed Science Conference will be hosted by the Australian National Botanic
Gardens and delivered in collaboration with the Australian Network for Plant Conservation,
Australian National University, Australian Grains Genebank and the Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO). We wish to thank the Friends of the Australian
National Botanic Gardens for supporting our international Keynote speaker. The plenary
sessions will be held at the Kambri Centre at the Australian National University and we thank
Wiltshire and Dimas Management for their generous sponsorship that is enabling us to access
this incredible new facility.
Don’t forget to visit the Australasian Seed Science Conference website for more information
and to register your email to receive updates on the conference program:
https://seedscience2020.com.au
We look forward to welcoming you to Canberra in April 2020 to share your experience in seed
science and to help create a world where today’s plants have the best chance of becoming the
plants of the future.
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Calendar of conferences
and events
Australasian Seed Science Conference
5–9 April 2020 Australian National Botanic Gardens, Canberra
Early bird registrations close – 8 March 2020

2020 AAFBG Biennial Conference:
BANKS AND SOLANDER: CELEBRATING 250 YEARS
OF BOTANICAL FRIENDS
22–25 May 2020, Brisbane, Australia

10th BGANZ/BGCI Conference
March 2021 TBC, Melbourne, Australia

Overseas conferences
American Public Gardens Conference
22–26 June 2020 in Portland, Oregon
BGANZ Registration worth $800 USD available – June 2020

9th PLANTA EUROPA Conference
11–15 May 2020, Paris, France

The 11th International Congress on Education in
Botanic Gardens
13–18 March 2022, Jardín Botánico “Carlos Thays”, Buenos Aires, Argentina
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